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ABSTRACT

The present study compared laterization of cortical activation patterns in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of adults who stutter (AWS) and typical speakers (TS) as measured with functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) in habitual and fluency-enhanced speaking conditions.

Participants were AWS (n = 11) and gender- and age-matched TS (n = 11) who completed speaking tasks in three condition blocks: (1) habitual speech using no speaking strategy (2) prolonged speech after receiving short-term training in fluency-shaping strategy-use (3) syllable-timed speech after being trained to speak in rhythm with a metronome at 92 beats per minute.

The three primary dependent variables were mean change in HbO (oxygenation) relative to resting baseline in the right and left PFC hemispheres and a Laterality Index (L-R)/(L+R) calculated from these values. Two primary hypotheses were tested: (1) AWS will present with greater right-hemisphere PFC oxygenation relative to TS in a habitual or everyday speaking task (2) AWS will present with reduced right-hemisphere PFC activation (leftward shift in laterality more similar to TS) during fluency-enhanced speech strategy tasks relative to a habitual speech task.

Real-time stuttered speech measures using fNIRS indicated greater effortfulness of speech production in AWS when speaking fluently and disfluently as measured by greater bilateral change in PFC HbO relative to TS. AWS laterality did not differ from TS during everyday conversation and did not significantly change when using fluency-enhancing strategies, which was counter to the hypotheses. The TS group presented with significantly greater leftward PFC HbO in the metronome condition compared to AWS. Prolonged speech and metronome-timed speech seem to be associated with different activation patterns in the PFC for AWS and for TS.

Results suggest an alternative explanation for compensatory activation in AWS during speech production, such that AWS present with greater overall activation in both PFC hemispheres relative to TS which results in greater right-sided laterality than TS. Future long-term studies on adults receiving prolonged speech treatment and examination of similar measures in young children who stutter may reveal more about the compensatory versus causal nature of stuttering.
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The following abbreviations are referred to throughout this document:

aPFC  anterior prefrontal cortex
ACC  anterior cingulate cortex
AWS  adults who stutter
BA  Brodmann area
BG  basal ganglia
bpm  beats per minute
CN  caudate nucleus
CW  continuous wave
CWS  children who stutter
CWNS  children who do not stutter
DAF  delayed auditory feedback
DCS  diffuse correlation spectroscopy
dlPFC  dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
dmPFC  dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
DTI  diffusion tensor imaging
EEG  electroencephalography
ERPs  event-related potentials
fMRI  functional magnetic resonance imaging
fNIRS  functional near infrared spectroscopy
HbO  oxygenated hemoglobin
HHb  deoxygenated hemoglobin
IFC  inferior frontal cortex
IFG  inferior frontal gyrus
LI  laterality index
Met  metronome-timed speech
MEG  magnetoencephalography
PET  positron emission tomography
PFC  prefrontal cortex
PS  prolonged speech
SI  syllable initiation
SMA  supplementary motor area
SPECT  single positron emission computerized tomography
spm  syllables per minute
SPM  Statistical Parametric Mapping
SN  substantia nigra
STG  superior temporal gyrus
THb  total hemoglobin
TS  typical speakers (adults who do not stutter)
vlPFC  ventrolateral prefrontal cortex
vmPFC  ventromedial prefrontal cortex
VF  verbal fluency
VFT  verbal fluency task
WM  working memory
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Developmental stuttering is a neurologically-based motor speech disorder (e.g., Kleinow & Smith, 2000) which typically emerges between the ages of 2-4 years and persists into adulthood in approximately 1% of the general population (Bloodstein, 1995; Yairi & Ambrose, 1999). In general, speech motor control in adults who stutter (AWS) is more variable, less automatic and less efficient relative to typical speakers (TS) (Chang & Zhu, 2013; Ingham et al., 2012). While some neuroimaging studies have revealed atypical right-dominant lateralization of activation in AWS (e.g., Biermann-Ruben et al. 2005; Ingham et al., 2012), the neural basis for stuttering remains largely a mystery. The majority of evidence suggests that the right-dominant atypical lateralization for speech and language in AWS represents compensatory rather than causal activation for less efficient or automatic speech language processing in the left hemisphere (e.g., Beal et al., 2013; Chang & Zhu, 2013). However, there is ongoing discussion in the field regarding whether the observed atypical right lateralization in AWS is a cause or the symptom of years of stuttering, as competition with or compensation for less efficient left hemisphere motor speech regions.

While practice of fluency-enhancing strategies in real-world stuttering treatment frequently takes place in these conversational speech contexts, many brain imaging treatment studies (e.g., fMRI, EEG) of AWS are limited in the ability to measure lateralization of activation during naturalistic speaking situations (i.e., spontaneous conversation). Therefore, real-time brain imaging in conversational contexts is needed to
reveal more about the underlying neural mechanism associated with change in stuttering behavior when strategies are used to speak fluently.

Treatment studies have revealed important information about the plasticity of the lateralization of speech and language in AWS. For example, atypical right-lateralized activation has been shown to “normalize” or shift more bilaterally/leftward after training with fluency-enhancing strategies known to reliably reduce stuttering, such as metronome-timed or prolonged speech (e.g., Braun et al., 1997; Neumann et al., 2003). One possible mechanism for the reduction of stuttering with such speech strategy use is that the altered speech patterns restore activation to left-sided motor speech planning areas throughout the cortex by increasing on-line self-monitoring. The altered speech patterns may compensate for reduced speech automaticity and may thus optimize coordination of articulatory, phonatory and respiratory systems (De Nil & Kroll, 2001).

The prefrontal cortex (PFC) is an important region of such expected neural change during strategy-application in conversation. As the locus of executive control and self-monitoring of speech, the PFC is activated during the generation of complex and novel spontaneous discourse (e.g., Blank et al., 2002; Coelho et al., 2012). Given the top-down control of the PFC with strong interconnections to motor speech planning, timing and execution areas, PFC activation would be expected to shift bilaterally/leftward following training of fluency-enhancing strategies in AWS (Neumann et al., 2003). Because of the PFC’s role in strategy-use during conversation, functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) technology is well-suited to quantify such change in real-time as AWS speak spontaneously in a relatively naturalistic clinical setting.
The present study will therefore measure functional PFC hemispheric activation and lateralization in AWS and matched controls using fNIRS optical imaging technology during spontaneous speech generation tasks to determine (1) to what degree PFC activation and lateralization is different during habitual everyday speech in TS and AWS and (2) if lateralization of PFC activation shifts and “normalizes” when AWS are trained to use fluency-enhancing strategies (e.g., speaking with a prolonged speech pattern or with a metronome). It is anticipated that the results of the present study will provide a clearer understanding of lateralization of PFC cortical activity related to both stuttered and fluency-enhanced speech and strategy application in real time. Specifically, comparing differences in PFC activation during stuttered versus fluency-enhanced speech will reveal more information about the underlying neurobiology of self-regulation of fluency in AWS and may reflect a possible mechanism for changes in stuttering behavior during treatment.

1.1. Literature Review

1.1.1. Laterality of Activation During Speech Production

Neuroimaging evidence indicates that laterality of brain activation during speech production is different in adults who do and do not stutter. Typical speakers (TS) present with left-lateralized activation during speech production, and speech is seemingly automatic and effortless (Price, 2012; Ries et al., 2011). Some key brain areas activated during “normal” speech production in TS are (see Table 1): the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) including Broca’s area for motor speech planning and production, the auditory cortex, the prefrontal cortex (PFC), the bilateral superior temporal gyri (STG) including
Wernicke’s for speech/language comprehension, the premotor and primary motor cortices, and the supplementary motor area (SMA; e.g., Hickok & Poeppel, 2007), as well as the contralateral right cerebellum (e.g., Brown et al., 2005).

The stronger left lateralization for language in TS appears to be primarily associated with left-sided processing of speech sounds in the auditory cortex (Kell et al., 2011) and with semantic decision-making, such as determining which of two presented words is a better match for another word (Binder et al., 2009; Hickok, 2009; Josse et al., 2008). Further, invasive measures such as Wada testing (i.e., the temporary blockade of lateralized hemispheric functions using barbituate agents) in TS has indicated that lateralization for speech/language in more posterior regions of the cortex is significantly correlated with activation in frontal lobes in the same hemisphere, with the strongest correlation in the left dorsolateral PFC (Lehericy et al., 2000). The evidence suggests that posterior language lateralization is reflected ipsilaterally in the prefrontal lobes (Deblaere et al., 2004), except for the cerebellum which is contralaterally activated.

In contrast to TS, neuroimaging findings consistently demonstrate that adults who stutter (AWS) present with relatively greater right hemisphere activation in areas homologous to the speech-motor and auditory processing regions listed for TS (e.g., De Nil et al., 2000; Foundas et al., 2001; Fox et al., 2000; Ingham et al., 2000; Loucks et al., 2011). In addition to relatively right-sided overactivations, AWS present with left hemisphere deactivations in Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas during stuttered speech, which are key regions for auditory processing and motor speech execution (Wu et al., 1995). In other words, right-hemisphere motor areas in AWS have been shown to be atypically
activated in the right hemisphere and left-hemisphere speech planning and production areas are relatively underactivated compared to TS (see Table 1).

However, less is known about how lateralization of neural activation shifts in real-time just before and during stuttering episodes. Braun et al. (1997) identified real-time atypical activation patterns in the left hemisphere in AWS in a positron emission tomography (PET) study. Results indicated that the right hemisphere was activated during stuttered speech while the left hemisphere was hyperactive during fluent speech. Another real-time direct measure of brain function to examine laterality in AWS is magnetoencephalography (MEG)(Biermann-Ruben et al., 2005; Kikuchi et al., 2011; Salmelin et al., 1998, 2000). A recent case study using MEG (Sowman et al., 2012) indicated a significant decrease in activation of the left IFG (BA 47) with an increase in activation in the same region of the right hemisphere immediately prior to blocked/stuttered speech in an AWS. Similar to the findings of Braun et al. (1997), there was a significant increase in the left IFG just prior to successful initiation of fluent speech and a compensatory pattern of shifted activity from left to right IFG just before stuttered speech. The results were also consistent with other imaging studies indicating relative deactivation of the left IFG in AWS (e.g., Fox et al., 1996), an area associated with recovery from stuttering (Kell et al., 2009).

A meta-analysis of fMRI and PET studies (Brown et al., 2005) confirmed these robust right-lateralized differences during speech production in AWS. For example, the right frontal operculum (RFO), which is the homologue for Broca’s area and functions in language repair and self-monitoring, was shown to be relatively overactive in AWS
(Giraud et al., 2008) and was negatively correlated with stuttering (Preibisch et al., 2003a). The compensatory RFO activation was hypothesized to be associated with less efficient left-sided Broca’s area function in persistent stutterers. Support for this hypothesis has been demonstrated by reduced white matter integrity in the area surrounding the left Broca’s (e.g., Chang et al., 2008; Kell et al., 2009) and a less developed superior longitudinal fasciculus III in AWS, which transmits and receives sensory premotor planning information to and from Broca’s (Cykowski et al., 2010; Makris et al., 2005).

Evidence therefore suggests that AWS have both structural and connectivity differences in key left-sided motor speech networks, which are associated with reduced efficiency when planning and producing rapid speech as well as de-automatization of speech movements (De Nil & Bosshardt, 2001). Generally, such rightward lateralization of speech/language in AWS is thought to be compensatory rather than causal (e.g., Brown et al., 2005; Chang et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2010ab; Preibisch et al., 2003ab; Sommer et al., 2002). Importantly, this atypical compensatory activation can shift with improved fluency in AWS, demonstrating some ability to “rescue” and “normalize” lateralization of function (Neumann et al., 2005 p. 31 & 34). Similar observations of compensatory activation, or shifting of functional lateralization, are well-established in lesion studies in people with aphasia (see review Anglade, Thiel, & Ansaldo, 2014).

Such relative differences in lateralization of speech production and speech motor control circuitry in AWS have been identified after years of persistent stuttering. Whether or not these patterns are also present in young children who stutter (CWS) just after
stuttering onset is less understood. For example, a recent MEG study (Sowman et al., 2014) comparing 12 preschool-age CWS and 12 controls indicated left lateralization in both groups as measured during a picture-naming task. The authors concluded that lateralization in CWS was not different from controls. The lateralization found in AWS was suggested to be a result of “neuroplastic adaptation” (p. 1) over time with persistent stuttering. However, these results were measured during simple, single word productions, which resulted in consistently fluent speech. It is unclear how these results would differ if measured during longer duration spontaneous conversation including stuttered speech.

In terms of neurodevelopmental differences, young CWS have been shown to present with less developed grey and white matter tracks interconnecting the basal ganglia-thalamocortical (BGTC) circuit and regions underlying speech motor control (Beal et al., 2013; Chang & Zhu, 2013). If the BGTC circuit is not functioning efficiently early in development, this can alter fine motor speech sequence timing accuracy in the interconnected SMA and the PFC. These areas regulate timing for motor movements and mediate cognitive control of motor behavior respectively during subsequent development (e.g., Brown et al., 2005; Ries et al., 2013). Thus, disruption of this circuit for fine motor control in young CWS has been proposed to set the stage for reduced efficiency and fluency of speech planning and execution in older AWS with persistent stuttering (Chang & Zhu, 2013; Pollok et al., 2005; Wiener, Turkeltaub & Coslett, 2010).

Further evidence for the effect of early disruption of the BGTC circuitry has been shown in a case study of an AWS with persistent developmental stuttering whose stuttering disappeared after a bilateral thalamic infarction as an adult. Specifically, the
infarct severed the connection between the dorsomedial (DM) and centromedian (CM) nucleus of the thalamus, the lateral PFC and the SMA (Muroi et al., 1999). The subsequent disruption of the two sub-networks of the BGTC (SMA-CM and DM-PFC) eliminated the stuttering, suggesting that motor speech control function in these interconnected networks was associated with stuttering behavior.

Group differences between AWS and TS in motor circuit efficiency extend to non-speech motor movements as well. For example, AWS have less left-lateralized activation during timed finger-movements relative to TS (Neef et al., 2011) and reduced finger tapping performance during concurrent verbal tasks (Greiner, Fitzgerald & Cooke, 1986). Webster (1998, 2004) suggested that this effect may be due to a “fragile” left SMA in AWS which is vulnerable to interference from other brain activity. Alm et al. (2013) further found a rightward shift of non-speech motor activation in AWS, which the authors suggested could be associated with “monohemispheric” (p. 1) motor impairment in the left hemisphere and consequently reflect instability in bilateral speech motor control (due to difficulties initiating complex motor sequences).

Overall, reduced connectivity and efficiency in speech motor regions in AWS appears to be related to atypical neural development from a young age which can affect (1) timing of internally-initiated motor movements, (2) motor control during complex motor sequences and (3) inhibition of extraneous speech movements, all of which have been shown to be associated with stuttering (Chang & Zhu, 2013). Specific evidence suggests that stuttering is related to difficulty with successful initiation of motor programs in the extended BGTC circuit and relative overactivation in the speech motor
timing network of adults with persistent stuttering (Brown et al., 2005; Chang & Zhu, 2013; Max & Gracco, 2005). The evidence bolsters the argument that speech production in AWS seems to be more effortful, or less automatic, with less efficient motor coordination relative to TS with compensatory right-sided activation in response to an inefficient left hemisphere speech-motor circuit.

Therefore, speech production and general motor control appear to be more effortful for AWS with relatively greater right hemispheric activation compared to TS. The collective results suggest that AWS present with reduced automaticity of motor movements and timing instability for both speech and non-speech tasks (Zelanic, Smith, Franz & Ho, 1997). This difference appears to be associated with atypically right-sided lateralization in AWS, perhaps as a compensation for the inefficient left-hemisphere structures. Such neural activation has plasticity though, as lateralization can be shifted with improved fluency, demonstrating some ability to approximate more “typical” activation patterns of TS (Fox et al., 1996). Activation shifts have also been demonstrated when AWS speak using known fluency-enhancing strategies, such as speaking in time with the support of external timing cues (e.g., a metronome), to compensate for less efficient initiation of speech motor movements (Packman, Code & Onslow, 2007) as will be discussed below.

1.1.2. Fluency-enhancing Speech Strategies

1.1.2.1 Metronome-timed Speech

Motor control of speech, internal timing synchronization and other manual movements appear to be less efficient in AWS relative to TS. Given these difficulties in
internal timing, certain speaking conditions provide compensatory external timing cues or alter typical speech production patterns (i.e., reduce demands to produce rapid sequential timing of speech motor movements) and can reliably enhance fluency in AWS. These include: choral reading/speaking, presentation of masking noise while talking, singing, listening to delayed auditory feedback (DAF) of speech, and paying greater attention to speech production as when speaking with an accent/dialect (e.g., Bloodstein & Ratner, 2008; Bothe, 2004; Guitar, 2013; Kalinowski & Dayalu, 2002).

Speaking in time with a metronome is also known to reliably and immediately induce fluency in AWS with little training (e.g., Packman, Onslow & Menzies, 2000 for a review). The metronome provides an external timing signal (e.g., Davidow, 2013), which acts as a “pacemaker” of sorts (Buchel & Sommer, 2004). The external timing cue of a metronome is hypothesized to compensate for impaired internal cueing for automatic, self-timed speech motor movements in the basal ganglia (BG) of AWS (Alm, 2004, 2005; Taniwaki et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2011). The BG includes the putamen, globus pallidus and caudate as well as the substantia nigra, and is highly interconnected with the PFC and motor circuitry, all of which are involved in speech timing, sequencing and sensorimotor integration (e.g., Nagy et al. 2006).

Typically, movements are coordinated by the BG sending “go” signals to the SMA (Alm, 2005), and the BG has been shown to be less active during habitual speech in AWS (Brown et al., 2005). However, BG activation levels were shown to shift closer to those of controls in a metronome-timed speech study of AWS and TS (Toyomura et al., 2011). Wu et al. (2011) demonstrated that external timing cues provided by the
metronome supported fluent speech in AWS by bypassing the less efficient BG-SMA pathway and activating the cerebellar-premotor cortex system instead. Thus, external auditory pacing with a metronome may compensate for anomalous internal timing cues in the motor circuit of AWS described previously. Activation shifts away from the BG, thus facilitating integration of rhythm perception and production via the external signal (Alm, 2004; Haslinger et al., 2001; Smits-Bandstra & De Nil, 2007).

The changes in the motor circuit of AWS as a result of metronome-timed speech are relevant for the present investigation of PFC laterality. Fluency will be elicited using this strategy, and laterality changes in the motor circuit will be reflected in the PFC, which is directly interconnected with the BG (Alexander et al., 1986). Specifically, the left dorsolateral (dlPFC; BAs 46/9) has projections connecting to the SMA via the BG, the thalamus, ACC and the cerebellum, all of which are involved in language processing and speech motor control (Miller & Cohen, 2001; Strick, Dum & Picard, 1995). Functionally, the BG regulates top-down projections from the PFC to control which motor signals gain access to the PFC (Stocco & Lebiere, 2012). The lateral PFC regulates motor inhibition by gating motor commands via the thalamus to the motor cortex. Together, the PFC resists goal-irrelevant movements and the BG is involved in task-switching and flexible control of movement (Van Schouwenburg, Aarts & Cools, 2010), such as movement coordination during complex speech production.

These motor circuit interconnections with the PFC have been demonstrated in AWS by “normalization” of BG activation during metronome-timed speech. Metronome-timed speech acts by pacing (and consequently slowing) speech, enhancing fluency by
reducing language processing and motor demands in the fronto-temporal regions of the left hemisphere. This strategy also improves auditory perception and processing, as reflected by an increase in activation in the left auditory cortex in AWS during fluency-enhanced speech (Salmelin et al., 1998). Specifically, activation was shown to increase in the BG and bilateral/left-sided fronto-temporal speech regions, which are typically right hemisphere dominant in AWS, during metronome-timed speech (Toyomura et al., 2011). The effect was found even during spontaneously generated connected speech tasks (Braun et al., 1997; Stager, Jeffries & Braun, 2003). Therefore, metronome-timed speech alters neural activation in AWS relative to habitual stuttered speech, with more bilateral and leftward shifted activation in speech-language and motor regions.

Several theories have been proposed to describe the mechanism underlying the fluency-enhancing effect of metronome-timed speech. One theory refers to the previous discussion that AWS have less efficient sensorimotor function than TS, and spontaneous language generation of novel and personal narratives stresses this underlying predisposition (Braun et al., 1997). Similarly, Stager et al. (2003) proposed that metronome-timed speech increases efficiency and integration of the auditory-motor system of AWS to self-monitor and to guide complex speech production. Another explanation for the effectiveness of metronome-timed speech is the syllable initiation (SI) theory, a later version of the Vmodel (Packman, Onslow, Menzies, 2000; Packman, Code & Onslow 2007).

The SI theory builds from Webster’s (2004) model in which the SMA, which controls and initiates planning and production of spontaneous speech and connects
directly to the BG, is “vulnerable” in AWS. The PFC and pre-SMA also interconnect with the BG, and activation is greater in both regions during spontaneous speech generation tasks (Blank et al., 2002). Stuttering is then indirectly influenced by the increased motor demands of spontaneous speech due to high linguistic stress variability, which can affect speech motor control in the unstable SMA-BG circuit. Metronome-timed speech acts to reduce this linguistic stress variability across syllables, and concurrently the amount of short phonated intervals. As a result, longer voiced sounds are produced more frequently and stuttering behavior is reduced (Davidow, 2013).

Thus, SI theory suggests that metronome-timed speech facilitates speech coordination and timing while compensating for unstable sensorimotor integration in AWS (Packman, Code & Onslow, 2007). The reduced motor variability during metronome-timed speech allows for stabilization of the speech motor system during speech production. This is reflected by a reduction in self-reported speech effort required during metronome-timed relative to habitual (stuttered) speech in AWS (Ingham et al. 2009, 2012). Overall, results suggest that metronome-timed speech can alter BG, PFC and SMA activation in AWS and induce more bilateralized/leftward neural activation in motor speech regions to compensate for impaired internal rhythm generation and sensorimotor integration in the BG.

1.1.2.2. Prolonged Speech (PS)

While metronome-timed speech reliably enhances fluency in AWS with minimal training and reported effort, treatment gains do not generalize well once the stimulus is removed, and speech quality is often rated as “unnatural” depending on the
speed of production (Ingham et al., 2012). Prolonged speech (PS) is another strategy that reliably enhances fluency in AWS and has been found to be one of the most effective treatments for AWS with long-term effects (e.g., Andrews et al., 1980; Herder et al., 2006). In general, PS therapy involves training AWS to learn and consistently use a manner of speaking that is incompatible with stuttering. The strategies include reducing speech rate, prolonging vowels, stretching out words, maintaining continuous vocalization, having soft contacts of articulators and easing into the first sound in words (Packman, Onslow & Menzies, 2000). Similar to metronome-timed speech, PS reduces variability of linguistic stress, and thus motor effort, while also slowing articulatory movements (Civier, Tasko & Guenther, 2010).

A standardized PS therapy is the Camperdown program (O’Brian et al., 2003). Instead of training specific speech patterns such as modified rate and gentle onsets, the Camperdown program uses exemplar videos of clinicians or an adolescent speaking with PS (http://sydney.edu.au/health-sciences/asrc/health_professionals/asrc_download.shtml). The adolescent video model speaks at approximately 33 syllables per minute (spm), which is significantly slower than the normal adult speech rate from 180-220 spm (Ingham & Andrews, 1971). The AWS who is receiving treatment is instructed to imitate the model and practice with clinician support to start to utilize this speech pattern in the clinic. Eventually, practice is transferred to everyday speaking situations with progressively more natural-sounding speech. Typically, PS training requires long-term practice (weeks to months) to maintain fluency gains. The current protocol will involve short-term training (~6 minutes) of this speech pattern.
In terms of neurological changes observed following PS therapy, activation shifts are proposed to reflect differences in speech effort, automaticity and attention during speech production, as speech in AWS is generally more effortful and less automatic relative to TS (e.g., De Nil & Kroll, 2001). Specifically, lateralization has been shown to shift from more right-sided activation pre-treatment to bilateral/left-sided activation post-treatment (e.g., Neumann et al., 2005). Leftward increases in activation were also observed in “typically” activated temporal speech-related regions recruited by TS (IFG and STG) where anomalous white matter had been detected. Neumann et al. (2005) also found increased, and more distributed, neural activation bilaterally in the premotor and motor cortex one year after maintenance treatment (in the direction of TS). Some right-dominant lateralization reemerged two years post-treatment with an increase in stuttering behavior. The authors suggested that PS therapy increased self-monitoring of speech articulation while reducing demands on the AWS’s speech motor systems, allowing for “rescued” and “normalized” left-sided activation via compensatory neural reorganization (Neumann et al., 2005 p. 31 & 34).

Neurological changes specific to BG activation have also been revealed pre- and post-treatment after three weeks of intensive PS treatment in AWS (Giraud et al., 2008). As was discussed in the metronome-timed speech section, the BG is interconnected with the PFC to facilitate self-generated movements and to inhibit extraneous movements. In the Giraud et al. (2008) study, pre-treatment stuttering severity was positively correlated with bilateral activation in the caudate of the BG and negatively correlated with the left substantia nigra, as these two areas operate antagonistically (Gerfen et al., 1990).
However, these correlations were no longer significant with post-treatment fluency gains, suggesting that BG activation “normalized” in more severe AWS. Concurrent post-treatment increases in the left motor and auditory cortices and putamen also suggested improved connections between Broca’s speech motor planning area and the motor cortex (Giraud et al., 2008). The shift in activation was proposed to reflect lateralized deviant motor functions in support of Alm’s (2004) hypothesis that atypical BG function is associated with disturbed timing of speech production.

Thus, AWS have been shown to present with atypically right-sided BG activation, and PS therapy can act directly and significantly on BG (and therefore PFC) function to correct this activation (Giraud et al., 2008). Similar post-treatment leftward-shifts of neural activation have also been shown in EEG studies (Boberg et al., 1983; Moore, 1984) and PET studies (De Nil et al., 2003; De Nil & Kroll, 2001) after stuttering-reduction therapies. The collective results suggest that practice of the PS strategy can lead to a bilateral/leftward shift in brain activation in homologous tissue which reflects compensation for (1) less dense white fibers in the speech-motor circuit (2) atypical BG and motor circuit function including the PFC and (3) relatively increased activations in the right-hemisphere during speech in AWS (Braun et al., 1997; De Nil, Kroll, Kapur & Houle, 2000). Because PS therapy emphasizes constant ongoing self-monitoring of speech, requires focused attention, and slows articulatory movements, the post-therapy results seem to indicate that PS increases speech motor control and reduces motor effort in AWS (De Nil et al., 2003; Packman, Code & Onslow, 2007).
Prolonged speech (PS) and speaking with a metronome therefore induce fluency in AWS in overlapping ways. Both can induce bilateral/leftward shifts in neural activation in speech motor regions to “normalize” activation in the BG, SMA and PFC loop, by reducing demands on motor control (Packman et al., 1996; Toyomura et al., 2011). Metronome-timed speech does so by providing an external timing cue to compensate for and “normalize” impaired internal rhythm generation and sensorimotor integration in the BG of AWS (Neumann et al., 2005). Effort required to initiate syllables is also reduced during metronome-timed speech due to reduced variability in linguistic stress (Packman, Code & Onslow, 2007). Intensive PS practice seems to improve motor function by allowing the speaker time to self-monitor articulation, focus attention on fluent speech production and subsequently utilize more left-lateralized speech areas. These two fluency-enhancing speech strategies will be trained in the present study to compare PFC neural activation patterns during narrative discourse generation in AWS and TS when speaking normally (stuttering) versus when fluent.

1.1.3. Prefrontal Cortex

The PFC is the target region of interest in the present study to examine lateralization during conversational speech tasks. In general, the PFC is known to be implicated in higher-order cognitive or “executive” functions, such as decision-making, inhibition, task-shifting, and attention regulation (Miller & Cohen, 2001; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). As mentioned previously, the PFC is highly interconnected with speech motor regions known to be relatively overactivated (e.g., pre-SMA) or underactivated (e.g., BG) in AWS compared to TS during speech production (e.g., Miller & Cohen, 2001). If an
individual is relatively right-dominant for language as has been observed in AWS, the right PFC will also reflect this lateralization pattern (Deblaere et al., 2004). In contrast, spoken language is typically associated with activation in the left PFC in TS (e.g., Price, 2012). The PFC is therefore a key target region because laterality of activation of the PFC is associated with: (1) speech strategy-use generally and (2) laterality of speech and language production and motor control (Gabrieli, Poldrak & Desmond, 1998).

Three specific PFC subregions will be targeted in the present study: the anterior (aPFC), dorsolateral (dlPFC), and ventromedial (vmPFC)(see Table 2 and Figure 1). The largest region of activation to be measured is the aPFC (BA 10). The aPFC is involved in multitasking, or tasks requiring coordination of two or more executive tasks (Gilbert et al., 2006; Ramnani & Passingham, 2001), execution of practiced tasks, generation and monitoring of internally produced and maintenance of attention (Ramnani & Owen, 2004; Burgess, Quayle & Frith, 2001). The BA 10 region is also activated during “default mode,” such as baseline “mind wandering” at rest (Ramnani & Owen, 2004) with right-lateralized resting state functional connectivity in the inferior frontal and middle frontal gyrus (e.g., Medvedev, 2014).

The other two PFC networks (1) dlPFC and (2) vmPFC (see Table 2) dynamically adjust attention and cognitive resources as task demands change (Glascher et al., 2012). The first network, the dlPFC (BA 9/46), is involved in cognitive control such as conflict monitoring, attention switching, and response inhibition to maintain information in a highly active state in working memory (WM), especially in the presence of interference (Glascher et al., 2012; Kane & Engle, 2002; Wagner et al., 2001), and when learning
verbal strategies (Savage et al., 2001). The dIPFC connects to the sensorimotor cortices and implements cognitive control by regulating behaviorally-relevant attention, rule-based action selection information and executive functions when task demands are increased (Bunge et al., 2001; Goldman-Rakic, 1987). Injury to the left dIPFC impairs spontaneous discourse with reduced sentence and grammatical complexity and story coherence (Coelho et al., 2012).

The final network, the vmPFC (BA 10/11), is involved in emotion-based decision-making (Bechara, Damasio & Damasio, 2000; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) by regulating emotional responses and habits via connections to the amygdala, hypothalamus and nucleus accumbens (Ghashghaei & Barbas, 2002; Price, Carmichael & Drevets, 1996). Right vmPFC activation has been associated with increased threat vigilance (Rauch et al., 1997), negative affect (Davidson et al., 1990), and anticipation of positive and negative consequences when public speaking (Davidson et al., 2000). In contrast, the left vmPFC activation is associated with inhibition of the amygdala (Davidson, 1998) and increased positive affect (Davidson et al., 1990; Sutton et al., 1997).

Therefore, the PFC is functionally diverse with widespread interconnectivity to posterior cognitive, motor, emotion and attention networks, which makes it an excellent target for the present study, which will study lateralization during strategy-use in complex spontaneous speaking tasks. The next question is how PFC activation would then change when strategies are applied to reduce stuttering and the effortfulness of speech in AWS. In order to answer this question, lateralization of PFC activation during
verbal strategy-use more generally needs to be understood. A summary of PFC function during strategy-application will be presented prior to reviewing what is known about PFC activation during complex discourse production in TS relative to AWS.

1.1.4. PFC Activation During Effortful Strategy-Application

General strategy learning and application initially requires effort and executive function, with recruitment of the PFC for top-down control (Elfgren & Risberg, 1998). For verbal strategy-use, executive and semantic function are primarily measured using verbal fluency tasks (VFTs) (e.g., Henry & Crawford, 2004). *Phonemic* VFTs include asking a participant to generate multiple single words that start with the same letter (e.g., “f”) in a set time period. *Semantic* VFTs involve generation of as many words as possible in a category, such as animals. Both require greater language processing demands than for typical speech in terms of vocabulary knowledge, access and selection, executive function and working memory (Blomgren et al., 2003). They also require vigilance to follow and maintain rules as well as to self-monitor performance and productivity (Elfgren & Risberg, 1998).

AWS differ from TS in VFT performance and neural activation during these tasks. Specifically, VFTs are typically associated with greater left-lateralized PFC activation as demonstrated in focal lesion studies in TS (e.g., Robinson et al., 2012). Further, the left IFG and dIPFC (BAs 9/46) have been shown to be more active during phonemic VFTs in TS (Frith et al., 1991; Herholz et al., 1996; Raichle et al., 1994; Robinson et al., 2012; Warburton et al., 1996; Wood et al., 2001). In contrast, a study of phonemic VF skills in school-age children and adolescents who stutter indicated
significantly lower VFT performance in these groups compared to controls, suggesting specific executive function impairment including the frontal lobes (Bahrami, Nejati & Pooretemad, 2014).

AWS have also been shown to have impaired performance in tasks which require focused and shifted attention, which are skills needed to efficiently and successfully complete VFTs (Heitmann, Asbjornsen & Helland, 2004). For example, Blomgren et al. (2003) demonstrated greater right-hemisphere activation in right prefrontal regions in AWS relative to TS during a covert verb and noun generation task. The collective results provide evidence that AWS may present with lower performance and greater right hemispheric frontal activation on cognitively demanding tasks relative to controls.

Additionally, there are differences in activation depending on the effortfulness of tasks. For TS, activation levels increase in the right dIPFC when word retrieval becomes more difficult (Howard-Jones et al., 2005; Sachs et al., 2011). Relatively greater bilateral activation has also been reported in the dIPFC (BAs 9/46) and middle frontal gyrus (BAs 10/11) during cognitively demanding executive function tasks, such as the Stroop task (León-Carrion et al., 2008) and the non-speech Wisconsin Card Sort Task (WCST; e.g., Buchsbaum et al., 2005; Monchi et al., 2001). Thus, there is an even wider bilateral recruitment of neural regions as task difficulty and effort increases when engaged in cognitively challenging tasks for TS, which require effort for individuals to apply strategies, maintain attention and monitor performance to generate correct responses (Barch et al., 1997; Cadoret, Pike & Petrides, 2001).
Discourse, which is complex language production in real-world contexts, similarly engages prefrontal and speech-motor planning networks. Simply processing or comprehending organized narratives activates a widely distributed bilateral network including the vmPFC (BA 8, 9, 10), thalamus, putamen, caudate, cerebellum and amygdala (Xu et al., 2005). More complex discourse tasks, such as spontaneous production of narratives or monologues, involve higher-level processes of attention, thought selection, semantic knowledge, working memory, grammar formulation, phonetic planning and speech production which engage prefrontal regions (e.g., Bajaj, 2007). For example Coelho et al. (2012) reported that TS with left dlPFC (BA 9) damage had specific difficulties with narrative coherence when asked to retell a story.

Neuroimaging studies have also shown that activation during discourse in TS is dynamic and can shift rapidly or differentially reorganize depending on cognitive task demand and context, such as when single words or complex narratives are presented (e.g., Stephan et al., 2003). For example, Blank et al. (2002) found that the medial and lateral PFC were activated more during propositional speech, or novel formulation of a message using semantic and episodic memory (e.g., answering the question “tell me about your last holiday”), compared to automatic, less effortful non-propositional speech (e.g., counting or recitation). Therefore, the bilateral dlPFC and ventromedial PFC are regions of interest which are expected to be activated during more complex discourse processing and production in TS.

Lateralization of PFC activation during complex speech generation is expected to be different in AWS relative to TS. For example, Watson et al. (1994) found that some
AWS are more likely to present with atypical right-sided activation in inferior frontal regions as a result of less efficient cognitive, motor and linguistic processing during complex discourse tasks. Further, Braun et al. (1997) demonstrated relatively greater bilateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) activation in the dIPFC (BAs 8, 9), vmPFC (BA 11) and medial anterior PFC (aPFC, BA 10) in AWS during habitual (“everyday” stuttered) speech compared to a simple oro-motor movement task.

The results are consistent with motor skill learning generally, such that there are increases in PFC activation during initial performance of novel motor tasks (Jenkins et al., 1994). With practice, there are subsequent decreases in the left dIPFC (BA 46), primary motor cortex, cerebellum and BG (Floyer-Lea & Matthews, 2005). The attenuated PFC activation has been demonstrated in AWS, with less activity in the left dIPFC, striatum, and bilateral vmPFC cortices (associated with error detection and speech motor activity regulation) during metronome-timed speech relative to habitual speech (Braun et al., 1997). The reduced activation suggested that the metronome strategy decreased the effort required for speech production in AWS, with a decline in the need for PFC control motor performance (Braun et al., 1997).

Overall, evidence suggests that AWS present with more bilateral/rightward PFC activation during speech production relative to TS. Cognitive effort is also associated with differences in PFC activation for both AWS and TS. Training both groups to use speech strategies (prolonged and metronome-timed speech) to enhance fluency during discourse production is expected to elicit different activation relative to habitual (“everyday”) speech depending on the effortfulness of the strategy-application. Strategy-
application is expected to be associated with greater bilateral recruitment of prefrontal regions in TS and reduced bilateral recruitment in AWS with overall PFC activation levels shifting leftward as effortfulness or cognitive difficulty increases. Finally, total activation is expected to be positively correlated with self-reported speech effort for both AWS and TS. The manner in which these proposed neural activation patterns will be measured will be discussed in the following section.

1.1.5. Neuroimaging Measures of Activation Change During Speech Production

While change in brain activity of AWS during speech production has been measured using a variety of neuroimaging modalities including fMRI (e.g., Chang et al., 2009), PET (e.g., Braun et al., 1997), EEG (e.g., Özte et al., 2004), SPECT (e.g., Pool et al., 1991), MEG (e.g., Kikuchi et al., 2011, Sowman, 2014), and DTI (e.g., Chang et al., 2011), these different imaging methods are limited in the ability to make real-time measures of naturalistic connected speech (Irani et al., 2007). For example, fMRI is the current ‘gold standard’ in imaging research, but this method is restrictive in that it is loud, expensive and susceptible to movement artifacts, thus limiting measurement to covert speech production, or reading/saying short utterances. Therefore, there are only a few studies in the stuttering literature that report real-time activation changes during connected stuttered speech in more naturalistic speaking contexts. For instance, MEG and PET have been used to make real-time measures, but PET requires use of a radioactive tracer and both methods are expensive and restrictive with bulky imaging equipment (e.g., Braun et al., 1997; Ingham et al., 2000; Sowman et al., 2012, 2014; Stager et al., 2003).
Thus, there is a need for more empirical research utilizing neuroimaging methods that allow for real-time measures of activation during connected speech, which can also be safely used to image children, using much less expensive, portable and less restrictive imaging technologies. Optical imaging technologies may provide a possible solution to this need, as an innovative, safe way to measure such real-time hemodynamic changes in blood flow using non-invasive near-infrared light (650-900 nm). Two of these optical technologies, functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) and diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS), have been used to measure relative change in neural oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO), deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) and total hemoglobin (THb) concentration in typical and clinical populations.

1.1.6. Real-time Activation Measures During Spontaneous Speech with Functional Near Infrared Spectroscopy (fNIRS)

A fNIRS system is a portable optical neuroimaging research tool capable of monitoring the brain's hemodynamics, when performing cognitive tasks in naturalistic contexts. Both DCS and fNIRS have been validated for use in human research (see Yu, 2012 and Quaresima, Bisconti & Ferrari, 2011 for reviews), and cross-validation studies comparing fNIRS with other imaging modalities have been completed with good concordance of fMRI signals (e.g., Alderliesten et al., 2013; Gervain et al., 2011; Kennan et al., 2002; Lindauer et al., 2010). In terms of clinical applicability, fNIRS (LED units especially) can be used in any setting such as in a clinic, at the bedside, or in an office/laboratory. Further, fNIRS has been successfully used to safely study language and cognition in over a hundred empirical studies in children and adults, in persons with and
without neurological disorders (e.g., ADHD, schizophrenia, dyslexia, depression, Alzheimer’s, anxiety, traumatic brain injury, autism) in a variety of naturalistic settings (see reviews Arenth, Ricker & Schultheis, 2007; Ehlis et al., 2013; Homae, 2014; Irani et al., 2007; Kovelman et al., 2009; Quaresima et al., 2012; Shalinsky et al., 2009).

Dieler, Tupak and Fallgatter (2012) and Rossi et al. (2012) provide extensive reviews of fNIRS studies specifically involving lateralized speech and language-related tasks. Thus, fNIRS technology has been successfully utilized to measure lateralized neural change during spontaneous speech and language tasks in naturalistic speaking contexts as well as inter- and intra-hemispheric connectivity during rest (e.g., Medvedev, 2014). Because the present study aims to measure PFC activation change during highly fluent and stuttered speech during spontaneous speech generation in AWS, optical imaging using fNIRS technology is the ideal choice to make such real-time measures.

Functionally, the fNIRS technology employs flexible optic fibers that carry wavelengths of infrared light (via lasers or light-emitting diodes, LEDs) to (source) and from (detector) tissue in an optical frequency window that easily passes through a few centimeters of most tissue (see Figures 2 & 3). This allows continuous monitoring of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) changes by detecting back-scattered light intensity. The attenuated changes of light intensity across time are measured by fNIRS and interpreted as relative changes in HbO and HHb (deoxygenated hemoglobin), calculated using a modified Beer-Lambert law (Cope & Delpy, 1988; Hoshi, 2005), thereby providing information about neural activity and total blood flow based on diffuse light scatter. Generally, higher relative oxygenation in cerebral blood flow is indicative of greater
cognitive effort. The current study will use a LED-based fNIRS unit to measure attenuation or change in concentration of HbO relative to baseline in the PFC during speech-generation tasks (see Dieler et al., 2012 and Scholkmann et al., 2014 for reviews). Specifically, the anterior, medial, superior, ventral and dorsolateral PFC (BAs 9, 10, 11 and 46) will be measured in AWS and TS (see Table 2 and Figures 1 & 2).

To the author’s knowledge, only one fNIRS study (Sato et al., 2011) and one pilot DCS study (Tellis, Mesquita & Yodh, 2011) have been conducted in AWS. Both studies found changes in relative blood flow that were consistent with other fMRI and brain imaging studies in AWS indicating increased activation of motor areas and reduced activation in auditory processing areas relative to typical speakers. Tellis et al. (2011) used DCS to measure brain blood flow differences in Broca’s area (BA 44), the left PFC and the right PFC region (as a control) during speaking tasks (e.g., counting, singing, reading aloud and choral reading, monologue) in one AWS and a matched control. Results indicated statistically significant changes in cerebral blood flow in the left PFC during monologue in the control participant while the AWS did not show this change. The AWS also presented with atypical right-hemisphere laterality in the PFC during the monologue task. The findings were consistent with other studies indicating greater motor region activation with only marginal changes in speech/language and auditory processing regions (Blomgren et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2005). Thus, real-time blood flow measures are consistent with other imaging studies (fMRI) in AWS and can be utilized to measure lateralization during various speaking tasks.

The single known fNIRS study of people who stutter (Sato et al., 2011),
measured functional lateralization of auditory speech processing in preschool-age (n = 6), school-age (n = 7) and adults (n = 10) who stutter and matched controls using a laser fNIRS localized bilaterally over temporal areas. All three stuttering groups demonstrated an atypical lack of the left hemispheric advantage observed in matched controls during auditory processing of phonemic (different final vowels) relative to prosodic (different pitch contours) stimuli. Further, severe stuttering was positively correlated with atypical rightward lateralization for the phonemic contrast conditions (Sato et al., 2011).

This study demonstrated that (1) fNIRS is a practical means to gather lateralization data in people who stutter across development, (2) right-sided laterality in auditory processing of speech is present in preschool-age CWS, and (3) laterality in AWS is possibly related to the onset of stuttering rather than a consequence of years of stuttering. The results of Sato et al. (2011) are similar to those found by Weber-Fox, Wray and Arnold (2013), which showed atypical lateralization in preschool-age CWS during language processing as measured by event-related potentials (ERPs). Thus, fNIRS studies have revealed right-lateralized activation results which are consistent with other imaging technologies of AWS.

Certain participant-specific factors need to be considered when examining speech/language generation using fNIRS. For example, age has been found to be a factor in fNIRS studies, with more bilateral or right-sided activation during narrative comprehension in elderly subjects, which is typically left-lateralized in younger subjects (Scherer et al., 2007). Further general decline in activation in elderly subjects relative to
younger participants has been shown with reduced hemispheric asymmetry during VFTs (Herrmann et al., 2006), and a significant decline in dIPFC activation during working memory tasks (Kwee & Nakada, 2003). Additionally, grey and white matter volumes decrease in the PFC with age, which can affect overall cognitive performance (Raz, 2000). Holtzer et al. (2011) also found that young adults presented with greater increase in brain activation in response to increased cognitive task demands relative to older individuals. Thus, age-related decline and shift in activation must be accounted for when examining language performance in fNIRS studies.

Further, gender differences have also been demonstrated with fNIRS, such that women generally present with more bilateral representation than men (e.g., Okada, Takahashi & Tokumitsu, 1996) and greater overall oxygenation changes have been found in men during VFTs tasks (Kameyama et al., 2004). Handedness has also been shown to significantly correlate with laterality of fNIRS response (e.g., Watanabe et al., 1998). For these reasons, only right-handed adults matched by gender and age (between ages 18-55) will be enrolled in the present study.

1.2. Purpose

Based on the above discussion, there is persuasive evidence to warrant making real-time measures of PFC activation changes in AWS during spontaneous discourse production compared to speaking while using fluency-inducing strategies. The primary aim of the present study is to use fNIRS to measure functional PFC hemispheric lateralization in AWS and TS during speech generation tasks to determine if lateralization is shifted by “turning on” trained fluency-enhancing strategies (e.g., speaking with a
prolonged speech pattern and with a metronome). Thus, the current study will compare between- and within-group PFC neural activation during stuttered (internally-timed) and near-fluent speech in an externally-timed metronome condition and a highly self-monitored prolonged speech condition.

1.3. Hypotheses

Hypothesis #1 was that AWS would present with greater right-hemisphere PFC oxygenation relative to typical speakers in everyday speech tasks in which no speech strategies were applied. Hypothesis #2 was that AWS would present with reduced right-hemisphere PFC activation (leftward shift in Laterality Index) during fluency-enhanced speech strategy tasks (prolonged and metronome-timed speech) relative to everyday (stuttered) speech tasks.
CHAPTER 2: METHODS

The current study utilized a prospective design to examine lateralization of PFC activation during stuttered and fluency-enhanced speech in adults who stutter (AWS) and typical speakers (TS) during discourse tasks (e.g., spontaneous conversation) as measured in real time using fNIRS technology.

2.1. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Inclusion criteria to be enrolled in the study: males and females between 18-55 years old, English as the first language, and right-handedness (determined by self-report and the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory--Short Form, modified from Oldfield, 1971 by Veale, 2013). Exclusion criteria: reported traumatic brain injury (including concussion) with loss of consciousness for more than 5 minutes, reported history of substance abuse, attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder, obsessive compulsive disorder, psychiatric illness, language or learning disability (other than stuttering), cerebral vascular accident or neurological disease.

Group classification of AWS or TS was based on self-report of persistent developmental stuttering (childhood onset fluency disorder), diagnosis by a certified speech-language pathologist (the author), and >2% syllables stuttered based on a pre-testing phone conversation. TS presented with less than 1% syllables stuttered on the same screening conversation and self-identified as fluent speakers without any personal history of stuttering.
2.2. fNIRS Recording

The primary measurement involved a continuous wave (CW) functional near infrared optical brain imaging unit fNIR100-ACK-W (BIOPAC Systems, Inc.; www.biopac.com), a stand-alone functional brain imaging system that includes a control unit and sensor for CW-fNIRS and Cognitive Optical Brain Imaging (COBI) Studio software (Ayaz & Onaral, 2005). The fNIRS sensor detects the oxygen levels in the PFC and provides values for oxygenated (HbO) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HHb) in real-time. The sensor is mounted in a flexible band worn on the forehead that includes four IR light sources (730 and 850 nm wavelengths) and ten detectors with a fixed source-detector separation of 2.5 cm (channels 1-8 = left hemisphere; 9-16 = right hemisphere; see Figures 2 & 3 for CW fNIRS equipment and sensor locations). The COBI studio software allowed for viewing of the PFC hemodynamic response in real time and saved data for post-acquisition analysis. FnirSoft software (Version 3.1; Ayaz, 2010) was used for signal processing and to prepare data for statistical analysis using IBM SPSS (Version 22, IBM SPSS, Inc.).

2.3. Procedures

This study’s protocol was approved by the University of Vermont (UVM) Committee on Human Research in the Behavioral Sciences. Individuals who expressed interest in the study by contacting the principal investigator (PI) by phone or email were screened during a telephone conversation. During this phone screening, the participant was given a brief summary of the study, similar to the description in the purpose section of the consent form. They were informed of the kinds of tasks they would be asked to
complete and the time commitments of the study, as well as general information about the fNIRS technology.

Participants were asked to provide verbal responses to elicit some basic background information and to determine eligibility. Participants gave verbal consent for the examiner to audio record the conversation (at least 300 syllables) for later analysis of percent syllables stuttered. If the participant verbally consented and was eligible, s/he was sent (via email) a Case History Form and the study consent forms. Only the AWS group was sent a standardized questionnaire, the Overall Assessment of the Speaker's Experience of Stuttering (OASES) (Yaruss & Quesal, 2008; ~15 minutes to complete; see 2.4.). To maintain confidentiality, participants were coded using letters and numbers depending on group/enrollment order (e.g., FS1= fNIRS participant who stutters #1; FC4= fNIRS control participant who does not stutter #4).

Participants then scheduled a one hour appointment which took place in Pomeroy Hall on UVM campus. Each participant’s completed an OASES questionnaire and Case History were reviewed by the examiner prior to the fNIRS testing to verify eligibility. Each subject received an oral and a written explanation of the purposes and procedures, and written informed consent was obtained by the PI. Participants then completed the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; Nasreddine, 2010) a one-page 30-point cognitive screen administered by the author (see 2.5.). If he/she passed this screening (scored 26 or above), participants then completed the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1983; see 2.4.).
Participants were then trained by the examiner for some of the cognitive paradigms that would be presented during the fNIRS protocol (e.g., a “+” on the screen = a 15 second silent fixation period before and after each individual speaking task). The participant then cleaned his/her forehead with an alcohol wipe and was fitted with the brain activation-monitoring headband on the forehead, which was secured with a soft stretchy cloth (to block out light and keep the band comfortably on his/her forehead). A 10-second baseline condition was then recorded as the participant passively watched an aquarium video on the computer (which was repeated prior to each of the three testing blocks). The participant then completed the three counterbalanced blocks of three to five speaking tasks each (45 seconds - 1 minute each), as summarized in Table 3 and discussed in detail in section 2.3.2. Two verbal fluency tasks (VFTs) were performed only after the first Everyday speech block, but these results were not included in the analysis of this study and are not discussed further in this manuscript.

2.3.1. Stimulus Delivery

Visual stimuli were delivered via one of 12 different (counterbalanced) narrated Powerpoint presentations with standardized durations for each slide. The entire protocol was video and audio recorded for later transcription and analysis.

2.3.2. Speaking Blocks

The 10-second silent resting baseline (watching a video of an aquarium with fish swimming slowly) was collected prior to each of the three conditions: (1) Everyday speech, (2) Prolonged Speech (PS), and (3) Metronome-timed speech (Met). The first condition completed was always the non-strategy Everyday condition for all participants.
The order of the second and third strategy conditions, Met and PS, were counterbalanced. Additionally, the three speaking Task Blocks summarized as tasks 1-3 in Table 3 were counterbalanced so that each Task Block was equally distributed across strategy/non-strategy conditions. Each Task Block (Table 3) included three speaking tasks in this order: conversation, describing a complex procedure, and memorizing and telling a joke. Each condition had the three speaking tasks delivered in the same order but with differences in the specific question asked. For example, telling a memorized joke was always the last speaking task in each Task Block, but the participant was asked to memorize and retell a different joke for each block.

Participants passively watched a cross (+) on the computer screen for 15 seconds prior to and following each speaking task within each block as a period of rest. Participants were assured that there were no right or wrong ways to perform the tasks. Following each condition, participants were prompted to stop using the speech strategy learned in the previous condition and were asked to have a brief conversation using their everyday speech prior to starting the next baseline to ensure any trained strategies were discontinued. After each speaking block (Everyday, PS, Met), participants briefly rated the effortfulness of speech production using a 9 point Speech Effort Self-Rating Scale (1 = very effortless, 9 = very effortful) from Ingham et al. (2006). The total time wearing the headband and completing the speaking tasks below was approximately 30 minutes depending on the initial adjustments required to ensure the headband sensors made secure contact with the participant’s forehead.
Two spontaneous discourse generation tasks (conversation and procedural description) were included because Tellis et al. (2011) found significant differences in blood flow as measured with DCS only when the speech task was of sufficient length (one minute or longer). The description task (e.g., the steps to plan a surprise party) was also selected to assess changes in PFC activation per Xu et al. (2005) and Cannizzaro et al. (2012). One speech stress task (telling a memorized joke) was included in all blocks because AWS who attend the Stuttering Support Group at UVM have subjectively reported difficulty with timing and delivery of jokes and there is a question on the OASES (Yaruss & Quesal, 2008) regarding “How difficult is it for you to communicate in the following social situations?” specific to joke-telling. The participants were provided one minute to memorize the joke and had 45 seconds to tell the joke to the examiner. The joke-telling task was expected to elicit the most stuttering, and the participants were cutoff after 45 seconds to increase the possibility that the participants did not finish the joke prior to the standardized recording time.

2.3.2.1. Non-strategy Condition (Everyday Speech)

The non-strategy, or Everyday speech, condition was always administered first. The condition included the three speaking tasks from either Task Block 1, 2, or 3 (summarized in Table 3).

2.3.2.2. Fluency-Enhancing Strategy Conditions (Prolonged and Metronome-timed Speech)

Two counterbalanced fluency-enhancing strategy conditions (PS and Met), were presented following the non-strategy condition. The examiner started a new experiment
for each strategy-use condition and collected another 10-second resting baseline. Participants were trained to correctly utilize each strategy immediately prior to each condition, and the examiner did not start the fNIRS recording until after the participant had acquired the trained speech strategy. The strategy-use conditions included the same three counterbalanced categories of speaking tasks (45 seconds - 1 minute each) from either Task Block 1, 2, or 3 as described in 2.3.2. (see Table 3), except the participants were prompted to speak with the trained fluency-enhancing strategy throughout the entire condition.

For the Prolonged Speech (PS) condition training, participants viewed an exemplar video of an adolescent modeling prolonged speech from the Camperdown Program, a standardized PS program with evidence for efficacy in randomized control trials (e.g., O’Brian, Onslow, Cream & Packman, 2003). The exemplar video is freely available at: http://sydney.edu.au/health-sciences/asrc/videos/Adolescent_exemplar.mp4. The examiner trained the participant by having him/her watch, imitate and spontaneously produce the speech sample using a provided transcript at a rate of ~33 syllables per minute (spm; 75 syllables in 2 minutes 15 seconds; ~ 6 minutes of PS training). Participants were considered to have met the criteria to begin the PS strategy block once they imitate the model at a rate of no more than 37.5 spm (completing the target paragraph in ≥ 2 minutes). The examiner prompted the participants to try to maintain the PS strategy throughout the speaking tasks, and each narrated directions slide on the powerpoint provided a brief model of the correct PS speech pattern to cue continued use of the strategy.
For metronome-timed speech training, a model of how to speak in time with the 92 beats per minute auditory stimulus was presented via a narrated powerpoint. Participants then practiced speaking with the metronome while saying the days of the week and the months of the year. The trained examiner followed-up to ensure the strategy was acquired (one syllable per beat) prior to initiating the tasks. The metronome beat was played at all times during task completion to provide a consistent external timing cue.

2.3.3. Compensation and Follow-up Questionnaire

Following the protocol, the examiner removed the headband from the participants. All participants then filled out a Compensation Form with his/her address to receive his/her $25 compensation. Only the AWS participants then answered the following additional questions about their stuttering in writing:

- List members of the immediate or extended family with a history of stuttering (N/A if not applicable; note if maternal or paternal and if the stuttering is persistent or recovered)
- Detail previous treatment history for stuttering (number of years of stuttering treatment)
- Where were these services provided?
- Which fluency techniques have you been taught and are you currently using?
- Have you participated in the Stuttering Support Group at UVM? (Describe)

The AWS also rated their typical stuttering in specific daily life speaking situations using the following 1-10 scale: 1 = no stuttering and 10 = the most stuttering imaginable for anyone. Situations included: speaking to strangers, telling jokes, making
phone calls, conversation with strangers, conversation with a familiar person (family/friends), typical speech severity across the entire day, and most and least severe stuttering. The family history of stuttering for the TS group was acquired separately via post-testing communication.

2.4. Questionnaires

The two standardized questionnaires used in this study are well-established and are given to every client who receives fluency treatment or attends a diagnostic at the Eleanor M. Luse Center clinic. The first was the Overall Assessment of the Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering (OASES) (Yaruss & Quesal, 2008), which takes approximately 15-20 minutes to complete. The OASES examines aspects and situations of stuttering and the emotions associated with those moments. It is divided into four sections including: general information, reactions to stuttering, communication in daily situations and quality of life. Each section contains 20-25 questions totaling 100 items overall. A rating scale is used from 1-5, which varies in each section corresponding to the area being measured and the question being asked. The total score for each of the four sections are added together to reveal an overall score indicating the impact of the speakers stuttering. The OASES has “strong” reliability and validity with Pearson product-moment correlations of test-retest impact scores ranging from 0.90 to 0.97 and 100% consistency in overall impact rating categories from test to retest (Yaruss & Quesal, 2006).

The second questionnaire, the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger et al., 1983) took approximately 5 minutes to complete and was filled out by all participants in the research room just before the fNIRS headband was attached. The STAI measures
anxiety, feelings of apprehension, tension, nervousness, and worry in adults. The STAI specifically differentiates between the temporary condition of "state anxiety" and the more general and long-standing quality of "trait anxiety". Participants self-rated based on the following choices: 1 = “not at all”; 2 = “somewhat”; 3 = “moderately so”; 4 = “very much so.” Sample item: “I feel calm.” The state anxiety measure was collected to account for possible associations between anxiety, PFC activation and stuttering severity during the speaking tasks (e.g., Ezrati-Vinacour & Levin, 2004). STAI internal consistency alpha coefficients range from 0.86 to 0.95 and test-retest coefficients range from 0.65 to 0.75 over a two month testing interval (Spielberger et al., 1983).

2.5. Cognitive Screener

The Montreal Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) (Nasreddine, 2010; Nasreddine et al., 2005) is a rapid 10-minute screening instrument for mild cognitive dysfunction. The cognitive domains assessed include: attention and concentration, executive function, memory, language, visuoconstructional skills, conceptual thinking, calculations and orientation. The total possible score is 30 points with 26 or above being considered within the normal range (average score for normal controls = 27.4). The MoCA has been validated for 55-85 year olds with strong sensitivity to distinguish normal controls from those with mild cognitive impairment. All participants were administered this screening as part of eligibility for the study. The test, reliability/validity and administration instructions are freely accessible for clinicians at www.mocatest.org.
2.6. Withdrawal Procedures

Participants were informed that they may withdraw from the study at any time they wished without penalty or choose not to answer some questions on the questionnaires. All enrolled participants chose to continue with the protocol as described above.
CHAPTER 3: DATA ANALYSIS

3.1. Power Analysis

A power analysis was conducted using G*Power 3.1.6 (Faul et al., 2009) to determine the number of participants needed in this study. The primary model was examined using an F test repeated measures design with within- and between-group interactions (2 groups and 3 measures). To achieve a power of 0.80 and a medium effect size at $\alpha = 0.05$, a sample size of 14 was required per group. In previous work by Cannizzaro, Dumas, Prelock & Newhouse (2012), clear and robust differences were found in the neural activation related to conditions of narrative discourse processing with 12 subjects. A second G*Power analysis was conducted for independent t-tests for between-group comparisons. To achieve a power of 0.80 and a medium effect size at $\alpha = 0.05$, a sample size of 10 was required per group.

3.2. fNIRS Data Processing

Voxel locations were spatially registered using standardized locations acquired from Ayaz, et al. (2006; see Figures 4 & 5 for optode locations). Using modified Beer-Lambert Law (Cope & Delpy, 1988), changes in concentrations of oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) relative to the initial 10-second resting baseline (which sets the activation level to zero) prior to each condition were extracted from the raw fNIR data (16 optodes x 2 wavelengths). The unit of measurement of concentration HbO change relative to baseline (zero) was micro molar units, or uM. Raw HbO data collected using COBI software (Ayaz & Onaral, 2005) were preprocessed and analyzed using fnirSoft software (Ayaz, 2010). HbO values at each voxel were manually evaluated to exclude
individual optode channels (if any) due to motion artifact, saturation or noise. Based on these criteria, channel #8 for AWS was removed for participant #2 in the everyday condition and channel #8 was removed for TS participant #1 in the prolonged speech condition (Table 4). For all data, a linear phase, low-pass FIR (finite impulse response) filter was applied with an order of 20 to attenuate the high frequency components of the signal as well as respiration and cardiac cycle effects (Ayaz, 2010).

Mean changes in baseline-corrected concentration of HbO were calculated from the attenuation of the CW LEDs hemodynamic response across the three speaking conditions. Because the hemodynamic response evolves over 10-12 seconds after task onset (Buckner, 1998) and increases roughly linearly over time (Boynton, 1991), the first 10 seconds were removed from each 1-minute speaking task for all participants. All directions and + rest fixation periods were also removed from analysis to isolate the ~50 seconds of spontaneous conversation in each condition block. Mean voxel-wise HbO were calculated at each of the 16 channels for each participant in each condition block. Interpolated-bordered voxel-wise statistical HbO activation maps and real-time videos of the frontal view (at p < 0.05) were generated to visualize significant activation on a brain surface image (Ayaz et al., 2006).

For each participant, the calculated mean HbO values for the conversation speaking task were grouped and averaged corresponding to left (channels 1-8) and right (channels 9-16) hemisphere measurements in the PFC (mean left and right activation change respectively). These mean HbO values per hemisphere of the averaged baseline-corrected HbO responses were used to calculate a Laterality Index, $\text{LI} = (L-R)/(L+R)$, for
each participant and each condition (Everyday, PS and Met). The LI ranged from -1 to 1 with indexes of +0.15 to 1 arbitrarily defined as indicating left hemisphere dominance, -0.15 to +0.15 indicating bilaterality and -0.15 to -1 indicating right hemisphere dominance (Baicu, 2005; Bisconti, 2012).

### 3.3. Speech Sample Analyses

There were three speaking tasks (conversation, description and joke) in each condition block (Everyday, PS and Met). Each speech sample was analyzed for percent syllables stuttered (%SS) and speech rate (syllables per minute; spm) and was later reliability-checked (see 4.1.3 and Table 6). A stuttering severity score was calculated using the Stuttering Severity Instrument- 4th Edition (SSI-4; Riley, 2009) based on the initial phone conversation screening and the three speech tasks from the Everyday speech portion of the research protocol. The SSI-4 measures frequency, duration and physical concomitants associated with stuttering for a total overall score. Descriptive statistics (%SS and spm) for each speaking condition are presented in Tables 5 & 7.

Because the focus of the present study was to compare laterality differences during highly stuttered versus highly fluent speech, stuttering frequency (%SS) in each individual Everyday speaking task for the AWS group was calculated. The comparison determined whether all three speaking tasks should be collapsed or whether one task should be isolated for main analyses. The conversation, description and joke task %SS were all significantly positively correlated (see Table 5; Bivariate Pearson) at p < 0.01. AWS stuttered most on the joke (Mean = 10.46% SS; SD = 7.14), then the conversation (Mean = 9.11% SS; SD = 8.69) followed by the description task (Mean = 7.69% SS, SD
Paired samples t-tests indicated that Everyday conversation and description mean %SS were not statistically significantly different (p = 0.28), and conversation and joke were not significantly different (p = 0.33). However, Everyday description and joke %SS were significantly different at p = 0.02. Therefore, the description task was eliminated from further analyses because it elicited the least mean stuttering and was significantly different from the joke task. Even though the conversation %SS was not as high as the joke, it was not statistically significantly different.

It was then determined that the ~1 minute conversation rather than the joke task in each condition would be the primary focus of data analysis (Everyday, PS, Met) because: (1) between-group mean speaking time during the joke telling task was significantly different (p = 0.001) for AWS (Mean = 40.86 secs., SD = 4.85) and TS (Mean = 31.71 secs., SD = 7.55) in the Everyday condition, such that the TS group told the joke much faster than the AWS group with subsequently less speaking/activation time for fNIRS analysis, (2) the between-group comparison of speaking time in the Everyday conversation task was not significantly different (AWS mean = 59.7 secs., SD = 1.07; TS mean = 59.9 secs., SD = 0.27; p = 0.39) and (3) the Everyday joke task was significantly (p < 0.001) shorter and more variable in time than the conversation task across all participants (conversation length Mean = 59.82 secs., SD = 0.77; joke length Mean = 36.29 secs., SD = 7.77).

The conversation task also allowed for analysis of a longer, spontaneous, open-ended speech sample of more consistent duration across participants. In contrast, the joke task required memorizing a relatively short joke and repeating it, which was not
spontaneously generated speech. Subsequent fNIRS data analysis therefore focused on the conversational speaking task in each condition block (Everyday, PS, Met), and the description and joke tasks were eliminated from subsequent analyses.

3.4. Hypotheses-Driven Analyses

Three 2 (group) x 3 (condition) Repeated Measures (RM) analyses using a linear mixed-effects model design, a conservative analysis method for detecting between conditions differences with small sample sizes were conducted. The term of interest was the group x condition interaction, and all analyses were completed with IBM SPSS Statistics software (IBM Corp., 2013). The three target dependent variables (DVs) were: (1) mean Left HbO in the left PFC channels during conversation (2) mean Right HbO in the right PFC channels during conversation and (3) a Laterality Index calculated from these mean Left and Right hemispheric HbO values (LI= (L-R)/(L+R); Sato et al., 2011). The significance criterion was Bonferroni corrected to p < 0.01 for all analyses.

Following the linear mixed models design, five hypotheses-specific pairwise comparisons were conducted to determine differences in the three target DVs both within and between groups. For Hypothesis #1, pairwise comparison #1 analyzed between-group differences in the non-strategy conversational speaking task (Everyday AWS vs. Everyday TS).

For Hypothesis #2, pairwise comparisons #2 & #3 analyzed within-group (AWS) differences in the Everyday speech condition relative to the fluency-enhanced speech conditions (2 = Everyday versus PS and 3 = Everyday versus Met). Pairwise comparisons
#4 & #5 analyzed *between-group* differences in the strategy conditions (4 = PS AWS versus PS TS and 5 = Met AWS versus Met TS).

Additional t-tests were performed to compare between-group (AWS versus TS) differences in speech rate, mean %SS per speaking task in each condition, overall SSI-4 score, self-reported speech effort, handedness, MOCA scores, age, STAI-State, STAI-Trait (see Table 4 for group and individual mean results). Post hoc ancillary analyses were performed on three participants per group (AWS and TS) who were removed from the primary analysis because they did not meet the stuttering severity criteria. See section 4.1 for a summary of this analysis.
CHAPTER 4: RESULTS

4.1. Descriptive Analyses

4.1.1. Participants

Twenty-nine total participants (AWS n = 15, 2 female; TS n = 14, 2 female) completed the full protocol. As will be described in sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.6, one AWS participant did not pass the cognitive screener (not included in Table 4) and three other AWS did not meet the inclusion criteria for percent syllables stuttered (%SS) based on post-testing analyses. These participants and the matched controls were excluded from the main analyses for a total of 11 AWS (1 female; Mean age 33.2 years, SD = 10.8) and 11 TS (1 female; Mean age 32.8 years, SD = 11.2). See Table 4 for other participant demographics such as handedness, results of the MoCA screening and the OASES and STAI questionnaires, stuttering severity, treatment and family history, and medications.

4.1.2. Stuttering Severity

To calculate stuttering severity scores with the SSI-4 (Riley, 2009), the phone conversation and three in-clinic speaking samples in the Everyday condition were transcribed for each participant. All TS met the inclusion criteria of ≤1% syllables stuttered (SS). Three of the AWS met the criteria to be entered into the study based on individual samples of > 2% SS, but their overall mean %SS was < 2% and their SSI-4 scores fell in the ≤ very mild severity category based on post-testing analyses. Because this study’s primary hypotheses revolve around change in lateralization patterns while stuttering and while highly fluent, these three participants and the matched TS were excluded from the main analyses. With these subjects removed (n = 11; 1 female), the
mean SSI-4 score for AWS was 26.1 (SD = 6.46), which corresponds to “moderate” severity. The TS group (n =11) SSI-4 severity score was 1.27 (SD = 1.0), which fell below the lowest severity category possible on the SSI-4 (< very mild).

As another metric of severity, percent syllables stuttered (%SS) was also calculated for each individual speaking task (Table 5). Overall group mean %SS, based on the phone and three Everyday speech samples for each participant, was significantly different between the AWS (Mean = 12.1% SS, SD = 6.89) and TS groups (Mean = 0.13% SS, SD = 0.19; p = 0.000). The groups were also significantly different (Bonferroni corrected p < 0.01) in the Everyday conditions not including the phone call (AWS Mean = 11.26% SS, SD = 7.08; TS = 0.11% SS, SD = 0.17). Group %SS did not significantly differ (Bonferroni corrected p > 0.01) in the Met condition (AWS Mean = 0.32% SS, SD = 0.68; TS Mean = 0.00% SS, SD = 0.00) or the PS condition (AWS Mean = 0.32% SS, SD = 0.44; TS Mean = 0.00% SS, SD = 0.00) with all means falling below 1% SS. The significantly reduced stuttering <1% SS in the AWS group during both the PS and Met conditions indicated successful application of these strategies. The total %SS and SSI-4 scores were significantly positively correlated (rho = .95, p < 0.01), such that increases in stuttering severity measured by %SS were associated with a similar increase in SSI-4 scores.

To further gauge stuttering severity, AWS participants self-rated their stuttering severity across different speaking situations in their daily lives (e.g., conversation with strangers, telling a joke, least and most stuttering) using a 1-10 scale in which 1= no stuttering and 10 = the most severe stuttering imaginable. See Table 8 for a summary of
these self-reported stuttering severity means, SDs and ranges for the AWS group. The mean typical SR for AWS (n = 11) was 4.18 (SD = 1.33) with a range from 3-7, which corresponds to mild-moderate stuttering severity.

4.1.3. Stuttering Severity Measurement Reliability

Three of the 11 AWS participants were randomly selected to assess both intra- and inter-rater measurement reliability. Intra-rater reliability of SSI-4 stuttering severity scores was carried out by the first author who reanalyzed the phone conversation and three conversation samples audio and video recorded in the clinic (mean absolute difference from original SSI-4 score/mean original SSI-4 score). Inter-rater reliability was completed by an experienced certified speech-language pathologist with a specialty in stuttering using the same samples. Reliability was conducted for (1) SSI-4 categorical severity ratings (e.g., very mild, mild, moderate, severe, very severe) and (2) SSI-4 numerical score (frequency or percent syllables of stuttering from two in-clinic samples, average duration of the three longest stuttering moments plus the physical concomitants subscale scores).

Cohen’s Weighted Kappa was 0.80 for intra-rater reliability and 0.625 for inter-rater reliability (both of which are considered to be “good” strengths of agreement) for SSI-4 categorical severity ratings. Overall SSI-4 numerical score intra-rater agreement (mean absolute difference from original SSI-4 score/mean original SSI-4 score) was 94.8% (range 88.89 – 100%) and inter-rater agreement was 89.6% (range 82.6 – 97.3; see Table 6). Therefore, measurement reliability was good for categorization of participant stuttering severity.
4.1.4. Speech Rate

Each speaking sample across all conditions and participants was analyzed for speech rate in syllables per minute (spm) to make group comparisons and to ensure the target speech rates were met in the strategy conditions (Table 7). The AWS group (n = 11; Mean = 170.8 spm, SD = 48.3) spoke significantly slower than the TS group (n = 11; Mean = 265.7 spm, SD = 26.9) in the Everyday speech condition (Bonferroni corrected p < 0.01). This was in part due to the AWS having stuttered speech during these samples which reduced the number of syllables spoken in the allotted time.

The target speech rate for the Prolonged Speech condition was 37.5 spm or less (based on the video exemplar), and the metronome was set to 92 beats per minute. The groups did not significantly differ (p > 0.01) in mean speech rate in the PS condition (AWS Mean = 48.2 spm, SD = 8.5; TS Mean = 41.7 spm, SD = 9.7) or the Met condition (AWS Mean = 89.4 spm, SD = 10.4; TS Mean = 93.8 spm, SD = 2.7). The AWS group spoke significantly faster (p < 0.01) than the target rate in the PS condition. However, both the PS and Met strategies were effective in minimizing stuttering to near zero levels in both groups (see 4.1.2), indicating successful application of the strategies regardless of the target rate.

4.1.5. Speech Effort Self-Ratings

The participants rated the effortfulness of speech production following each condition (Everyday, PS and Met) using the Speech Effort Self-Rating Scale in which 1 = very effortless and 9 = very effortful (see Table 9; Ingham et al., 2006). AWS reported significantly more speech effort in the Everyday condition (Mean = 3.27, SD = 1.85, p <
than the TS group (Mean = 1.45, SD = 0.69), suggesting that the AWS group’s habitual speech production was more effortful than TS. AWS and TS were not significantly (p > 0.01) different in self-reported speech effort for the PS (AWS Mean = 4.55, SD = 2.95; TS Mean = 5.09, SD = 2.12) or Met conditions (AWS mean = 3.91, SD = 2.21; TS Mean = 3.18, SD = 1.33).

Paired sample t-tests indicated that the AWS group’s ratings of effortfulness did not significantly differ across speaking conditions (Bonferroni corrected p > 0.16), meaning that strategy-application did not significantly change perceived effortfulness of speech production. Everyday speech was the least effortful for AWS and TS, followed by the Met condition with the PS condition being the most effortful. While none of the AWS group’s effortfulness ratings were statistically significantly different between conditions, each of the TS within-group speech effort ratings was significantly different from the other (p < 0.016) across the three conditions.

Speech effort in the PS and Met conditions was significantly correlated (rho = 0.54, p < 0.01) suggesting that the two strategy-application conditions were associated with similar amounts of self-rated effort for both groups. Further, speech effort in the Everyday condition was significantly correlated with both %SS (rho = .48, p < 0.05) and SSI-4 scores (p < 0.01), such that effortfulness increased with increasing stuttering severity in that condition.


As mentioned previously, one AWS participant scored 21 out of 30 on the Montreal Cognitive Assessment (*MoCA*), which was below the normal limits for adults.
set at a score of 26 or above. His data were excluded from all analyses (not reported in Table 4 or elsewhere in this document). One other AWS (participant #7 on Table 4), a college student majoring in engineering, scored a 24 on the MoCA. This score falls in the upper range of what is considered “mild cognitive impairment”. However, research for this severity rating has not yet been established (www.mocatest.org/FAQ.asp), and the lower end of the normative range is a score of 25.2. This participant met all other inclusion criteria and was included in the experiment. The group means on the MoCA (n = 11 per group) did not significantly differ at p > 0.05 (AWS Mean = 27.82, SD = 1.72; TS Mean = 28.73, SD = 1.01). Scores on the MoCA were significantly positively correlated with age (rho = 0.49, p < 0.05) such that cognitive scores increased as participant age increased.

4.1.7. State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI)

The two groups (n = 11 each) did not significantly differ (p > 0.05) on the STAI-State (AWS Mean = 43.4, SD = 4.5; TS Mean = 45.3, SD = 6.1) or the STAI-Trait (AWS Mean = 49.5, SD = 4.9; TS Mean = 50.8, SD = 8.9) standard scores. Both mean scores fell within the normal range for adults (see Table 4). The results suggest that the groups’ self-reported levels of anxiety just prior to being fitted with the fNIRS headband were comparable.

4.1.8. Overall Assessment of the Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering (OASES)

Only the AWS group (n = 11) completed the OASES (Yaruss & Quesal, 2008), a questionnaire about the degree to which stuttering affects daily life. The group mean of 2.35 (SD = 0.44; see Table 4) corresponded to an overall impact rating of “moderate” as
the average of four sections (General Information, Your Reactions to Stuttering, Communication in Daily Situations, and Quality of Life). Impact scores ranged from a low of 1.72 to a maximum of 3.11. The STAI-State scores were significantly positively correlated with the OASES (rho = 0.71, p < 0.05), such that higher self-reported state anxiety prior to testing was associated with higher self-reported impact of stuttering on the AWS’s daily life.

4.1.9. Handedness

All participants self-reported as right-handed and completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory--Short Form (modified from Oldfield, 1971 by Veale, 2013). A resulting Laterality Quotient from +60 to +100 indicated right-handedness, -60 to +60 indicated mixed handedness, and -60 to -100 indicated left-handedness. Mean group handedness (n = 11) did not significantly differ (AWS Mean = 95.45, SD = 8.43; TS Mean = 93.27, SD = 15.13; p > 0.05). One TS participant (#8 in Table 4) scored a +50 on the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory--Short Form (e.g., hand preference during writing, throwing, tooth brushing and using a spoon), suggesting mixed/right handedness. However, this participant verbally confirmed right-handed dominance overall in his daily life. He met all other inclusion criteria and was included in all analyses.

4.1.10. Family History of Stuttering

Two of the AWS (n = 11) reported having an immediate family history of stuttering (e.g., sibling, parent), three AWS reported an extended family history of stuttering (e.g., uncle, grandparent), and six AWS reported no family history (see Table 4). One included TS (n = 11) reported an extended family history of stuttering and the
other 10 TS reported no family history of stuttering. The one TS who reported an immediate family history of stuttering was one of the three participants who were removed from the main data analysis (due to the matched AWS not achieving the %SS criteria). Family history of stuttering was positively correlated with %SS (rho = 0.49, p < 0.05) and SSI-4 scores (rho = 0.95, p < 0.01) such that stuttering severity was higher for those who reported having family members (immediate or extended) who stutter or stuttered.

4.1.11. Years of Treatment

The AWS group (n = 11) presented with a mean of 8.2 years of previous treatment (SD = 8.50, Range 2-30; see Table 4). Participants specified a number of treatment approaches previously learned including: prolonged speech, fluency-shaping (easy onsets, light contacts, flexible rate, pauses), stuttering modification (pull-outs, voluntary stuttering), proprioception and relaxation and breathing strategies.

4.1.12. Medications

Two of the included AWS participants (n =11) reported regular medication use: participant #5 Wellbutrin and #10 insulin for Type I Diabetes. Two of the included TS participants (n = 11) reported current medication use: #4 Citalopram (20 mg/day) for mild seasonal affective disorder and #10 Zolofl.
4.2. Hypotheses-Driven Analyses of Lateralization

4.2.1. Hypothesis 1: Between-group (AWS vs. TS) Differences in Laterality of Activation During Conversation in the Everyday (Non-strategy) Condition

Results of pairwise comparison #1 following the RM linear mixed model analysis indicated no significant difference (p > 0.01) between AWS and TS on the measured variable of hemispheric laterality index (LI which varied continuously from -1 or pure right hemisphere dominance to +1 or pure left hemisphere dominance) in the Everyday conversation condition. Both groups presented with bilateral HbO in the Everyday condition with AWS being slightly rightward (Mean = -0.009) and TS being more leftward (Mean= 0.02, SE = 0.02; see Table 10 and Figures 8-10). Six of the 11 AWS (55%) and five of the 11 TS (45%) presented with rightward/bilateral LI (below zero; see Table 12 and Figure 10).

For mean activation (HbO) levels in the left and right hemispheres in the Everyday condition, AWS presented with positive activation relative to baseline in both hemispheres (Left Mean = 1.97; Right Mean = 2.13, SE = 0.68). Results indicate bilateral PFC activation which was non-significantly higher in the right hemisphere than the left for AWS during stuttered conversational speech. Both right and left hemisphere mean activation was significantly different from baseline (zero) for the AWS in the Everyday condition (see Table 10 and Figures 6-7).

The TS group presented with less activation (non-significant at p > 0.01) in both hemispheres relative to the AWS group in Everyday conversation. TS’s left hemisphere HbO (Mean = 1.57, SE = 0.68) was significantly higher than baseline (zero), while right
hemisphere activation (Mean = 1.25, SE = 0.68) was not significantly different from baseline in Everyday conversation. The results indicate greater leftward activation relative to rightward activation in the control group when speaking normally. Neither of the between-group differences in hemispheric activation in the Everyday conversation task reached significance (p > 0.01; see Table 10 and Figures 6-10).

4.2.2. Hypothesis 2a: Within-group Shifts in Laterality from the Non-strategy-use (Everyday) Condition to the Strategy-use Conditions (Prolonged and Metronome-timed Speech)

Results of pairwise comparisons #2 & 3 following the RM linear mixed model analysis indicated no statistically significant (p > 0.01) within-group differences in laterality of the AWS group measured by LI and left/right mean HbO from the (a) Everyday to PS condition and the (b) Everyday to Met condition (see Table 11 and Figures 6-12). AWS presented with a statistically non-significant leftward shift in LI in the Met (Mean = 0.002, SE = 0.01) and PS (Mean = 0.004; SE = 0.02) speech strategy conditions relative to Everyday speech (Mean = -0.009; SE = 0.02). All values indicated bilateral activation across all conditions (strategy-use and non-strategy-use) for AWS. While six of the 11 (55%) AWS presented with LIs below zero (indicating rightward/bilateral activation) in the Everyday condition, four were below zero in the PS condition (36%) and five were below zero in the Met condition (45%; see Table 12). Eight of the 11 AWS (73%) presented with a non-significant leftward shift in LI in the PS condition relative to the Everyday condition, while six AWS (55%) had a leftward LI shift in the Met condition relative to Everyday LI (Table 13).
In terms of shift in hemispheric laterality of PFC HbO, AWS presented with a statistically non-significant decrease in mean left HbO while speaking with trained strategies (Left Mean PS = 1.42, SE = 0.54; Left Mean Met = 1.58, SE = 0.72) relative to Everyday speech (Mean left = 1.97, SE = 0.68; Table 10). AWS presented with a decrease in mean right HbO in the PS (Mean = 1.32, SE = 0.51) and Met (Mean = 1.49, SE = 0.68) conditions relative to the Everyday condition (Mean right = 2.13, SE = 0.68; Table 10). The results indicate non-significantly lower overall PFC activation in AWS during strategy-use in both hemispheres (even with self-reported increase in speech effort) and non-significantly more leftward/bilateral activation shift while speaking using these fluency-enhancing strategies. None of the AWS within-group differences in hemispheric activation reached significance (p > 0.01) or were significantly different from baseline (Table 11).

Within the TS group, there was a statistically significant (p < 0.01) greater mean left HbO level in the Everyday condition (Mean = 1.57) relative to the PS condition HbO which was negative relative to baseline (Mean = -0.27; SE = 0.46; Mean diff. = -1.84, SE = 0.46; see Tables 10 & 11 and Figures 6-12 & 14). The TS group also presented with a statistically significant decrease in right HbO from the Everyday relative to the PS (Mean diff. = -1.85, SE = 0.48) and Met (Mean diff. = -1.72, SE = 0.53; Table 11) conditions. The results suggest decreased bilateral PFC activation for TS when applying newly learned speech strategies relative to speaking normally.

All TS group LI values indicated bilateral activation across all conditions (Everyday, PS, Met), which was non-significantly in the leftward in direction (Everyday
Mean = 0.02; PS Mean = 0.016; Met Mean = 0.05, SE = 0.01; see Tables 10 & 12 and Figures 10-11). Individual participant TS #8 presented with a LI of 0.22 in the PS condition indicating leftward dominance (> 0.15 cutoff; Figure 11). Six of the 11 TS (55%) presented with leftward/bilateral LIs (above zero) in the Everyday condition, four had LIs above zero in the PS condition (36%) and ten presented with a leftward LI in the Met condition (91%; see Figures 10-12 and Table 12). Four of the 11 TS (36%) presented with a non-significant leftward shift in LI in the PS condition relative to the Everyday condition LI, while eight TS (73%) had a leftward LI shift in the Met condition relative to Everyday LI (see Table 13).

Thus, while none of the within-group measures of AWS’s left and right HbO activation across tasks was statistically significantly different across condition blocks (strategy-use vs. non-strategy-use), the TS group presented with significantly greater left HbO in the Everyday condition relative to the PS condition and significantly greater right HbO in the Everyday condition relative to both strategy-use conditions (PS and Met; see Table 11).

**4.2.3. Hypothesis 2b: Between-group (AWS vs. TS) Laterality Differences During Strategy-use in the Prolonged Speech and Metronome Conditions**

Results of pairwise comparisons #4 & 5 following the RM linear mixed model analysis indicated a significant (p < 0.01) between-group difference in LI in the Met condition, such that TS presented with significantly greater leftward activation (Mean = 0.047) relative to AWS (Mean = 0.002; SE = 0.01; see Table 10). The only LI score that significantly differed from zero (no laterality) was the TS group’s mean LI in the Met
condition, which was in a leftward direction but did not surpass the +0.15 threshold for leftward dominance. LI was not statistically different (p > 0.01) between-groups in the PS condition (AWS Mean = 0.004; TS Mean = 0.016, SE = 0.02) with the TS group being non-significantly slightly more leftward in laterality (Table 10).

In terms of left and right hemisphere HbO, AWS presented with statistically significantly (p < 0.01) greater right HbO activation (Mean = 1.32, SE = 0.51) relative to TS (Mean = -0.60) in the PS condition (see Table 10 and Figures 7 & 11). Between-group differences in right HbO when talking with the metronome were non-significant, with greater right activation in AWS (Mean = 1.49) relative to TS (Mean = -0.48, SE = 0.68; p = 0.06; see Table 10 and Figures 7 & 12). There were no significant between-group differences (p < 0.01) in mean left HbO across speaking conditions. However, there was a trend towards less left HbO of TS in the PS condition (Mean = -0.27, SE = 0.54) relative to AWS (Mean = 1.42, p = 0.04; see Table 10 and Figure 6).

Both groups presented with bilateral LIs across all conditions, being significantly more leftward when talking with the metronome in the TS group relative to AWS (Table 10 and Figures 8 & 9). However, only the TS group presented with significant within-group differences in hemispheric activation when speaking with trained strategies relative to talking normally (Table 11). The Met condition brought about the most leftward LIs for the TS group (with only one subject being below zero; see Figure 12). AWS activation levels were not significantly different when they were stuttering compared to when speaking fluently (Table 11).
Overall, AWS presented with relatively higher mean bilateral activation than TS in all conditions. Between-group differences in activation were significant in the PS condition (AWS greater in the right hemisphere) and for LI in the Met condition (TS more leftward). Left and right hemisphere HbO was statistically different from zero (baseline) in all three speaking conditions for AWS, while controls had activation that was significantly different from baseline only in the left hemisphere during Everyday conversation (Table 10). The relatively higher mean left and right PFC activation in adults with persistent stuttering compared to controls across all conditions suggests more cognitive effort when speaking normally as well as when using fluency-enhancing speech strategies.

4.3. Ancillary Analyses of AWS and TS (n = 3 each) Removed from Main Comparisons

Three of the original 14 participants per group were removed from the analyses due to the AWS participants not meeting the stuttering severity criteria and scoring ≤ “very mild” on the SSI-4. Ancillary linear mixed model analyses were performed to compare the three removed AWS (1 female) and three matched TS (1 female) to determine if left/right PFC HbO differed between these groups. Results indicated that these “very mild” AWS presented with laterality which was not significantly different from their matched controls (n = 3) across all comparisons, measures and conditions (See Tables 14-16 and Figures 19-23). However, the ancillary comparison (n = 3 versus n = 11 of the main analyses) was underpowered and may not accurately reflect group differences.
Specifically, HbO activation levels in the left and right hemispheres and Laterality Indices (LIs) in the three speaking conditions did not differ in the within- and between-group comparisons across the three conditions: Everyday, PS and Met. The three AWS presented with non-significantly higher mean HbO overall in both left (Mean Everyday = 3.03, SE = 1.87; Mean PS = 1.17, SE = 1.35; Mean Met = 1.55, SE = 1.49) and right hemispheres (Mean Everyday 1.90, SE = 1.35; Mean PS = 1.05, SE = 1.08; Mean Met = 0.93, SE = 1.47) relative to TS (Table 15), similar to the full sample comparisons (n = 11). However, the AWS presented with a non-significantly more leftward LI (Mean = 0.048, SE = 0.029) relative to TS (Mean = 0.038, SE = 0.029) in the Everyday condition, while the full (n =11) sample Everyday LI was more rightward (Mean = - 0.009). The results suggest that these “very mild” AWS have PFC lateralization patterns which are more similar to TS (leftward) than more severe AWS when speaking normally and when using speech strategies.

Further ancillary analyses were conducted by combining the three removed participants with the other 11 per group for a linear mixed model comparison of all subjects (n = 14). In the combined samples, LI in the Met condition was significantly more leftward for TS (Mean = 0.045; p < 0.01) relative to AWS (Mean = 0.007; SE = 0.008), which was a similar result to the main (n = 11) analysis described previously. Also consistent with the main results, mean left HbO was significantly greater in the Everyday condition relative to the PS condition in the combined TS group (Mean Difference = 1.86; SE = 0.52; p < 0.01).
There were no significant between-group differences in mean left HbO or within-group differences for AWS (n = 14) alone. For mean right HbO, TS presented with significantly higher right activation in everyday speech relative to PS (Mean Difference = 1.93; SE = 0.47; p < 0.01) and the Met condition (Mean Difference = 1.75, SE = 0.51; p < 0.01). A significant between-group difference was observed for the PS condition, with AWS presenting with greater mean right HbO than TS (Mean Difference = 1.86, SE = 0.63; p < 0.01). None of the other between- or within-group comparisons were significant. All of the combined n = 14 results that reached significance (p < 0.01) were consistent with the n = 11 main analyses across groups and conditions.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to investigate possible between-group (AWS versus TS) and within-group differences in PFC oxygenation in everyday stuttered conversation compared to fluency-enhanced speech using prolonged and metronome-timed speech strategies to achieve significantly less stuttering. In general, these comparisons are relevant to a comprehensive understanding how hemispheric laterality is associated with persistent developmental stuttering. Examining laterality shifts when applying well-known speech strategies, especially prolonged speech which is used in real-world fluency therapy, is relevant to an understanding more about the underlying neural changes which occur in association with strategy-application in treatment.

Specifically, the results add to the growing literature attempting to parse out whether AWS present with atypical right-sided lateralization relative to TS and whether such lateralization is causal or compensatory (e.g., Chang et al., 2011; Lu et al., 2010ab). Sowman et al. (2014) provided robust evidence which suggested the lateralization in AWS is compensatory because atypical laterality was not observed in the inferior frontal, temporal and parietal regions of interest in young preschool-aged CWS relative to matched controls. However, the authors added the caveat that many of the preschool-age participants would recover from their stuttering and may not have the atypical laterality observed in AWS whose stuttering persists long-term. Chang et al. (2008) provided additional evidence against the causal link, reporting no differences in laterality between 9-12 year old boys who stutter and their matched controls. The authors further demonstrated that laterality of recovered stutterers was closer to persistent stutterers than
controls, suggesting that the Sowman (2014) data represented the “true” laterality of the CWS.

In contrast, Sato et al. (2011) provided evidence for right-lateralized auditory processing in preschool-age CWS which suggests that atypical neural activation may be present at early stages of stuttering. Tellis et al. (2011) further found atypical right-hemisphere laterality in the PFC during a monologue task in an AWS as measured by DCS. The present study aimed to provide more information regarding laterality differences in AWS after years of persistent stuttering relative to controls and to identify how neural activation changes, if at all, when fluency is enhanced using speech strategies known to reduce stuttering to near-zero levels. The advantages of this protocol over most previous neuroimaging studies with AWS are that the subjects spoke freely for a sustained amount of time (~1 minute per task) with naturally stuttered and fluency-enhanced speech in a clinical context similar to that of therapy. The current study resulted in three main hypotheses-driven findings to be discussed below, followed by a brief general discussion, caveats and conclusions.

5.1. Main Finding #1: Non-significant Between-Group Differences in Laterality During Everyday Speech

The first between-group main finding indicated that the AWS and TS groups (n = 11 each) did not significantly differ in laterality of activation in the PFC in a 1-minute everyday conversation, rejecting Hypothesis #1. Both groups presented with bilateral PFC activation while speaking normally, including naturally-occurring stutters for the AWS group. The AWS presented with non-significantly higher activation relative to
typical speakers in both PFC hemispheres, more so in the right hemisphere, while speaking normally. However, both the right and left HbO in AWS was significantly different from baseline (zero), while only the left hemisphere was significantly different for typical speakers.

This discrepancy in overall activation may be due to the fact that the AWS group reported everyday speech to be significantly more effortful than typical speakers using the Speech Effort Self-Rating Scale (Ingham et al., 2006). The results support previous evidence that speech production is more effortful in adults with persistent stuttering (e.g., Chang & Zhu, 2013). The greater subsequent overall bilateral activation in the PFC, an area highly interconnected with the speech motor control circuit (BG and SMA), during stuttered speech may reflect relatively inefficient motor control in adults with persistent stuttering. The results may be related to AWS’s greater difficulties with successful initiation of motor programs in the extended BGTC circuit and relative overactivation in the speech motor timing network of AWS (e.g., Chang & Zhu, 2013; Max & Gracco, 2005) as previously discussed.

The overall activation results also suggest a possible new interpretation to the compensatory hypothesis, in which AWS have been shown to recruit more of the right hemisphere to compensate for a less efficient speech production circuit in the left hemisphere. Instead, the results suggest that AWS may not have a right hemisphere-specific switch during stuttered speech, at least in the PFC, but rather an overall increase bilaterally in activation across a wider network of prefrontal regions. In other words, the adults who stutter are recruiting more of their PFC in order to produce speech (whether
fluent or disfluent) than typical speakers, which is then measured in brain imaging studies as relatively greater right hemisphere activation. These group differences in and prefrontal activation seem to reflect group differences in the degree of effortfulness and cognitive resources required for speech production. The speech of AWS is more effortful than for TS, both when speaking normally and when applying speech strategies to be highly fluent.

As an interesting ancillary analysis, the three AWS who were removed from group comparisons because of their “very mild” stuttering severity, had comparable activation patterns and were even slightly (not significantly) more leftward in laterality than the matched controls. This subgroup’s activation patterns suggest a possible association between their high levels of spontaneous fluency and leftward laterality in conversation relative to the AWS with more severe stuttering. Even though this AWS subgroup presented with persistent stuttering, these AWS had PFC activation which was more similar to typical speakers, which may be associated with their naturally higher levels of fluency.

It is also possible that the PFC activation changes found in this study are not fully reflecting lateralization differences in key areas found to be different in young children who stutter (CWS). For example, the auditory cortex was shown to be more rightward lateralized during phonemic processing in preschool-age CWS by Sato et al. (2011), which was posited to reflect compensatory activation for a less efficient connections between left hemisphere language and auditory areas. Unlike the Sato et al. (2011) results, the present study (n = 11) did not find a significant correlation between stuttering
severity and atypical lateralization of PFC activation (except for the n = 3 ancillary analyses of < very mild AWS which was underpowered). However, the Sato et al. (2011) findings reflect differences in speech processing while the present results reflect lateralization during speech production. Given the preliminary nature of the present results using a relatively new technology, clearly more research is needed to clarify the findings.

5.2. Main Finding #2: Within-group Differences in Laterality from Everyday to Prolonged Speech and Metronome Conditions

The second main finding indicated that PFC laterality did not significantly shift when AWS were trained in fluency-enhancing PS and metronome-timed speech, rejecting Hypothesis #2a. All AWS achieved near-fluent speech when using the trained strategies, and there was a slight leftward shift in laterality index in the predicted direction which was not significant. Overall activation in the left and right PFC of AWS was relatively reduced when speaking fluently compared to stuttered everyday speech. This effect was observed even though reported speech effort was greater when applying the strategies relative to typical conversation. The attenuated PFC activation is consistent with previous findings comparing metronome-timed speech relative to habitual speech (Braun et al., 1997) with a reduction in the need for PFC control of motor performance and enhanced sensory (auditory) processing. This may be due to improved speech/language monitoring in AWS as a result of the slowed output of production during metronome-timed and prolonged speech which enhanced auditory feedback and increased processing and motor planning time. The lack of significant change in
activation when speaking fluently versus stuttering may suggest trait differences in PFC activation in AWS during speech production regardless of fluency levels (Braun et al., 1997).

Main finding #2 suggests that the strategies that elicited fluent speech were not associated with leftward laterality changes in the PFC for AWS as predicted, but they may have been associated with reduced effortfulness and increased automaticity of speech production as reflected by a bilateral drop in PFC activation. The majority of the AWS (9 out of the 11) had previous extended experience with the PS or other fluency-shaping strategies in treatment, which are relatively simple to acquire techniques conceptually. These factors may have allowed them to acquire and successfully use that strategy in the testing situation with relative ease.

Further, the metronome’s external timing cue is reported to support fluent speech production by compensating for a less efficient internal timing cue in AWS, feasibly reducing effortfulness by reducing demands on motor control and changing linguistic stress patterns, even though the resulting speech is relatively unnatural. Both strategies slow speech down significantly and allow for greater preparation time for speech production, leading to improved sensorimotor integration which may have accounted for the significant drop in overall activation in AWS, especially in the PS condition.

The metronome and PS strategies resulted in different activation patterns for the typical speakers (TS) even though both were newly-learned speech patterns. For both strategies, TS presented with relatively less activation in both hemispheres compared to speaking normally (see Figures 6-7). When TS spoke normally, they had a
bilateral/leftward laterality index which shifted (non-significantly) slightly rightward in the PS condition and significantly more leftward when talking with the metronome (Figures 8 & 9). Mean left and right PFC activation were actually negative relative to baseline during the PS task (Figures 6-7 & 14), suggesting reduced oxygenation overall in the PFC when using that strategy. Talking in time with the metronome was associated with negative right hemisphere activation and positive left hemisphere activation for TS (Figures 6-7 & 15), leading to a laterality index which was significantly leftward, more so than any other condition (Figure 8). All but one TS participant had leftward laterality in the metronome condition whereas the majority of TS (6 of the 11) had rightward laterality in the PS condition (Table 12).

It is unclear what may be associated with the differential effects of the two trained speech strategies on PFC activation in TS. The PS strategy was reported to be the most effortful for the TS group, and the PFC is typically recruited when learning new motor patterns or when engaged in cognitively challenging tasks (e.g., Pike & Petrides, 2001), so it is counterintuitive that oxygenation was negative relative to resting baseline in both hemispheres during this task. It is possible that activation shifted to other posterior sensorimotor and auditory processing regions of the brain outside the PFC not specifically measured in this study (e.g., anterior frontal operculum, premotor cortex, SMA, Broca’s, Wernicke’s, posterior insula, ACC, primary auditory cortex, and/or cerebellar lobes), while the TS group exerted effort to learn and apply this new and unnatural speaking pattern (e.g., Braun et al., 1997).
Further, the metronome-timed speech rate was faster than in the PS condition by approximately 55 syllables per minute for the typical speakers. Perhaps the metronome speech approximated normal speech more than the significantly stretched out prolonged speech, and this factored in to the more leftward activation in the metronome condition, which was similar to everyday speech in TS. The external pacing cue of metronome-timed speech may have altered the need for self-monitoring of speech similarly for TS and AWS, which may explain the relatively higher bilateral activation in the PS condition compared to speaking in time with the metronome.

5.3. Main Finding #3: Between-Group Differences in Laterality During Speech Strategy-Application (Prolonged and Metronome Speech)

Hypothesis #2b predicted that the fluency strategies would “normalize” PFC activation and the between-group (AWS versus TS) lateralization patterns would be similar. The third main finding partially supported this prediction such that group Laterality Indices (LI) were not significantly different in the PS condition. However, between-group LI was significantly different in the metronome condition, with the TS group being more leftward than the AWS. Further, Hypothesis #2b was not confirmed in that the results did not represent a shift in the AWS group towards the TS group, since the LIs also did not significantly differ in the everyday condition.

Additionally, AWS presented with significantly greater right HbO in the PS strategy condition relative to TS. Between-group left HbO was not significantly different in either strategy condition, and right HbO did not differ between groups in the metronome condition. Group laterality differences were even more apparent in the
metronome condition, with AWS maintaining more bilateral activation while the typical speakers shifted leftward. Overall activation was consistently greater in AWS relative to TS across all conditions. The results suggest that AWS have relatively greater bilateral PFC activation in general, especially the right side, compared to TS following short-term training to use speech strategies. The results provide supporting evidence that suggest AWS and TS have fundamental, trait differences in laterality of PFC activation during speech production.

5.4. General Discussion

One finding of general relevance to the purpose of the present study is that adults with developmental stuttering have elevated, but not significantly different PFC activation than typical speakers when speaking normally. While we expected group laterality to differ only in everyday conversation (i.e., AWS being rightward and TS leftward) and be more alike when speaking fluently (i.e., both shift more bilateral/leftward), unexpected results were found. Specifically, the AWS group did not have a noticeable leftward change in PFC activation when using strategies compared to when speaking normally. Instead, they maintained a stable bilateral HbO activation level which was consistently higher than TS in all conditions. In contrast, TS presented with consistently leftward/bilateral activation across conditions, with the metronome condition being the most leftward. Below, eight possible accounts for the results are discussed.

Individual differences. One possible interpretation of present findings is that there were appreciable individual differences in the degree of laterality as a result of learning the speech strategies. In other words, differences between LI may be associated with high
within- and between-group variability such that one participant may have had high relative activation in both hemispheres which was “washed out” when converted into the LI (see Tables 10 & 12 and Figures 10-12 and 16-17). For this reason, the mean left and right HbO activation were also analyzed to provide more information about the overall activation patterns measured. Each speech strategy affected individual participants differently as well. For example, AWS participant #7’s LI became less rightward during prolonged speech, but shifted to be the most leftward AWS during the metronome condition (see Figures 10-12, 18), suggesting that the two strategies could have differential effects depending on the participant.

**Inter-individual differences.** It is possible that those AWS who had previously learned and utilized the PS strategy in previous treatment found it easier to acquire. Therefore, it may have required less mental effort overall for these AWS relative to the TS group and the other AWS who were never exposed to the PS strategy. Many of the participants verbally expressed the difficulty and effortfulness speaking with the two trained speech strategies, as was reflected by the higher speech effort ratings for both groups in the PS and metronome conditions. Nine of the 11 AWS participants had previously been trained to use fluency-shaping, or PS, strategies whereas none of the TS had this previous exposure. It is therefore possible that the laterality was not comparable associated across conditions for all participants based on previous experience using the PS strategy.

**Intra-individual Differences.** Variable shifts in activation levels were observed for individuals across conditions. For example, participant #2 in the AWS group (see Figures
10-12 & 16) made a noticeable leftward shift in laterality when speaking with the PS and metronome strategies relative to his rightward activation in everyday conversation. This participant reported using fluency-shaping similar to PS in three years of treatment, which may have facilitated acquiring the PS pattern and therefore affected brain activation patterns more so than someone who was learning that strategy for the first time. That being said, AWS participant #5 (who reported 9 years of therapy including PS) had rightward/bilateral activation across all three speaking conditions, being even more rightward during PS (Figures 10-12). Similar variability was observed in the control group, such that TS participants 6 and 7 (see Figures 10-12 & 18) shifted from leftward in the Everyday condition to rightward in the PS condition and back leftward for the Metronome condition (Table 13). TS participant #9 had a comparable LI with the most rightward AWS in the Everyday condition, which shifted leftward in the PS and metronome conditions. Thus, inter- and intra-individual variability makes generalization of the collapsed group results difficult.

**Between-group differences in prior exposure to testing setting.** We posit that the both groups responded similarly to the novel testing conditions. Although some of the AWS participants had been to the clinic before to attend Stuttering Support Group, the testing took place in an unfamiliar lab in an unfamiliar part of the building separate from the treatment rooms. Further, the *STAI-State* and *Trait* scores were not significantly different between groups, so pre-testing anxiety based on this self-report measure did not seem to indicate differences in participants’ reaction to the unfamiliar testing environment. While nine of the AWS reported previous exposure to the PS strategy or
fluency-shaping techniques of some kind, none of the participants reported previous experience speaking in time with the metronome.

*Within-group differences in stuttering severity.* It is also possible that discrepancies in findings are associated with within-group differences in stuttering severity. Specifically, more severe AWS may present with stronger rightward laterality, while milder AWS present with laterality which is more similar to TS as was found in the ancillary analyses of the present study. However, the two “very severe” AWS (#4 and 9) were different in that #4 was relatively rightward in everyday and Met conditions, while shifting leftward in the PS condition (more bilateral activation; Figures 10-12). In contrast, #9 started with leftward laterality in everyday conversation and shifted to a slightly rightward bilateral LI when speaking fluently in the PS and Met conditions. Given the high variability in LI scores across conditions, it seems important for future studies using this technology to make subject-by-subject as well as group comparisons to account for the within-group variability across severity levels.

*Training duration.* In other brain imaging studies measuring change in activation patterns following PS therapy (e.g., Giraud et al., 2008; Neumann et al., 2005), the amount of strategy practice was considerably more than in the present experiment. The participants received about six minutes of practice with the PS strategy in the current protocol, whereas the other studies made pre- and post-treatment measures after months or even a year of training and practice in multiple settings. Therefore, the lack of a significant shift in this experiment may be a result of limited strategy practice in a relatively short timeframe.
Strategy Mechanism Differences. While both metronome-timed and prolonged speech bring about fluency, they appear to do so in different ways. This is evidenced by the high variability in individual participants’ activation responses, with shifting both leftward and rightward relative to everyday speech. The only consistency was observed in the TS group for the metronome condition which was consistently leftward. The PS condition resulted in negative bilateral activation for the TS group, which may have been due to reallocation of activation outside the PFC as mentioned previously and is not possible to confirm. While both strategies significantly slowed speech (target of 33 spm for PS and 92 spm for the metronome condition), the differences in the metronome for TS might be due to the rhythmic production and its closer approximation to normal speech than the extremely stretched out prolonged speech.

Speech-Related Anxiety. While the pre-testing state anxiety scores from the STAI did not differ between AWS and TS, it is feasible that there were individual and group differences in speech-related anxiety specific to the conversation tasks (e.g., Davidson et al., 2000). To assess these possible differences, concurrent measures of emotional reactivity or physiological responding such as galvanic skin response could have been collected throughout the protocol. Each participant could also self-rate his/her speech-related anxiety after each condition block using a scale similar to the Speech Effort scale (1 = zero speech-related anxiety and 9 = the worst imaginable speech-related anxiety). The combined physiological and self-report information would have allowed for more detailed comparisons to account for the possibility that anxiety levels specific to speaking could vary widely among participants and subsequently affect PFC activation levels.
5.5. Caveats

Sample size was a limiting factor in this study after the three AWS participants with very mild stuttering (< 2%SS) were removed from the sample for a total of 11 participants in each group. Representation of females who stutter was also a factor as there was only one female per group included in the final analyses which makes generalization of results to both genders difficult.

Testing fatigue and differences in discomfort wearing the headband were also factors. We minimized the number of tasks to limit the time wearing the headband to approximately 30 minutes, but some participants reported feeling discomfort by the end of testing if it took longer to ensure proper skin contact of the headband during the initial set-up. The extended wear time may have interfered with some participants’ cognitive performance and attention to the tasks later in the session. However, the conversation task used for the present analysis was the first task completed in each condition block, making it is unlikely that fatigue interfered with measured laterality. Further, the conditions were counterbalanced to account for possible testing fatigue effects when learning and applying the fluency strategies.

It is possible that the short-term training time to learn the strategies (~6 minutes for prolonged speech and ~3 minutes for metronome-timed speech) was not enough to elicit significantly different neural activation patterns. Future studies could examine PFC activation change pre- and post-treatment following a longer course of prolonged speech training and practice in multiple real-world contexts. This follow-up could reflect the laterality differences found in fMRI studies after extended use of fluency-enhancing
speech strategies (e.g., Neumann et al., 2003). Finally, rather than averaging all 8 channels on each side, voxel-wise comparisons in target regions using tasks known to elicit particular PFC regions, such as the dIPFC during verbal fluency tasks, would provide interesting information about differences in specific lateralization patterns during executive tasks in AWS and TS.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

The present study is the first to use fNIRS technology to measure real-time changes in activation in the PFC while adults who do and do not stutter speak normally and with fluency-enhancing strategies. The results are unique in that they revealed between- and within-group differences in activation when speaking normally in conversation, while most other brain imaging studies have been limited to one word responses, which are typically not stuttered. Present results suggest an alternate interpretation to the compensatory laterality hypothesis, such that there may be compensatory relative overactivation of the PFC during speech production in AWS, observed in both the left and right hemispheres. While an interesting finding, the answer to the questions about whether there are lateralization differences in adults with persistent developmental stuttering and if this reflects causal or compensatory activation established early in development remains unclear.

The laterality measures collected in the current study focused on the PFC, which was considered a reflection of hemispheric activation during speech production in adjacent and interconnected temporal, parietal and cerebellar regions involved in speech motor control. The relatively greater overall bilateral activation in AWS compared to typical speakers, and activation levels consistently significantly above zero, suggests greater effortfulness and reduced automaticity of speech production when stuttering and, unexpectedly, when speaking fluently. AWS seem to need to recruit more PFC neural activation in order to produce speech during any form of speech production. The resulting bilateral activation patterns are reflected by relatively greater right activation than typical
speakers, which is consistent with fMRI studies examining between-group differences in laterality.

The present study also demonstrated the practical usefulness of fNIRS technology to measure laterality differences in real-time in a naturalistic speaking environment. Future studies utilizing this technology may track change before, during and after achieving significantly greater fluency levels across many speaking contexts, to shed more light on the ongoing compensation versus causal laterality hypotheses. It will be necessary to examine laterality differences in younger children closer to the onset of stuttering (preschool-age), similar to Sowman et al. (2014) and Sato et al. (2011) but in connected speech as was done in the present study. Whole-head fNIRS neuroimaging would be ideal to measure activation levels in the PFC as well as in the temporal lobes where key regions are activated during speech and language tasks. All analyses should compare individual and group results, as there is a high degree of variability among all participants. These combined real-time assessments of lateralization may reveal more about the underlying neural changes accompanying fluency achieved after long-term practice of prolonged speech, as was measured after short-term training in the present study.
Table 1: Neural regions associated with speech/language production in AWS and TS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAs</th>
<th>Neural Region</th>
<th>Abbrev.</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>AWS relative to TS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inferior Frontal Cortex/Gyrus</td>
<td>IFC/IFG</td>
<td>Speech planning and executive control of speech</td>
<td>Less grey matter L&lt;br&gt; Neg. correlate of stutt. severity (Preibisch, 2003a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32/24</td>
<td>Anterior cingulate cortex</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Error monitoring, suppress unintended motor activity</td>
<td>Overactive R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44, 45</td>
<td>Broca’s (pars operculus, pars triangularis)</td>
<td>PO</td>
<td>Motor speech production, action monitoring</td>
<td>Underactivity L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47/45</td>
<td>Frontal operculum</td>
<td>FO</td>
<td>L FO linked with self-monitoring, language repair</td>
<td>*Overactive R&lt;br&gt; Not seen in TS (Preibisch et al., 2003a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Prosody tasks; change vocal pitch; motor prep., breath control during speech</td>
<td>*Overactive R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/43</td>
<td>Rolandic operculum</td>
<td>RO</td>
<td>Articulation and phonation</td>
<td>Underactive L&lt;br&gt; Overactive R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wernicke’s</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Speech processing; comprehension</td>
<td>Underactivity bilat. Neg correlation with stutt. severity (Neumann et al., 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41, 42</td>
<td>Primary auditory cortex</td>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Auditory processing</td>
<td>*Underactivity bilat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cerebellum Vermis of Lobule III, IV</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Self-monitoring, timing motor execution, silent articulatory rehearsal (sup.)</td>
<td>*Overactive bilat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motor cortex</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Integrate articulatory planning and sensory feedback</td>
<td>Underactive L&lt;br&gt; Overactive R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Supplementary Motor Area</td>
<td>SMA</td>
<td>Internal generation of motor activity, repetitive movements (speech and fingers)</td>
<td>Overactivation L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Supplementary Motor Area</td>
<td>Pre-SMA</td>
<td>Response selection, sequence motor plan</td>
<td>Overactivation bilat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Primary motor cortex</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Motor execution</td>
<td>Overactive R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/3</td>
<td>Sensorimotor cortex</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>Motor execution</td>
<td>Underactive L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subcortical</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basal Ganglia</td>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Internal “pacemaker”; timing for motor movement, innervate vocal tract muscles, sequencing</td>
<td>Underactivation (Brown et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caudate Nucleus</td>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Motor timing, sequencing, execution</td>
<td>Overactive bilat.; positive correlation stutt. severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Putamen</td>
<td>Put</td>
<td>Timing of motor output</td>
<td>Underactive L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Globus pallidus</td>
<td>GPall</td>
<td>Rate-dependent motor processing</td>
<td>No activation (Brown et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Substantia nigra</td>
<td>SN</td>
<td>Motor planning; reward-seeking</td>
<td>Increase in R post-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thalamus</td>
<td>Thal</td>
<td>Set shifting; motor execution; behavioral flexibility</td>
<td>Overactive bilat.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Key areas specific to AWS during speech production identified by Brown et al. (2005)*

BA= Brodmann Areas; AWS= adults who stutter; TS = typical speakers; bilat. = bilaterally
Table 2: Brodmann Areas (BAs) and functional connectivity corresponding to the prefrontal cortex regions to be measured by fNIRS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BAs</th>
<th>Prefrontal Cortex Region</th>
<th>Connectivity</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10  | Anterior PFC (aPFC)      | Dorsal ACC, insula, lateral parietal lobe | Multitasking  
Theory of mind  
Default mode: activated at rest and during “mind wandering”  
Application of two unrelated rules simultaneously  
Practiced tasks |
| 9/46| Dorsolateral PFC (dIPFC) | BG (CN, SN, GlobPall, putamen), inferior parietal lobe, cerebellum, premotor cortex, pre-SMA, ACC, amygdala, STG | Flexible strategy-use  
Higher order cognitive processing  
Executive function  
Episodic memory  
Top-down guidance of attention/thought  
Narrative coherence  
Self-regulation  
Novel instruction processing |
| 10/11| Ventromedial PFC (vmPFC) | Projections to vIPFC  
Amygdala, hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens, ventral striatum | Planning  
Affect-guided decision-making  
Processing speed  
Performance monitoring in emotionally arousing contexts  
Social cognitive processes |

Gilbert et al., 2010; Luu et al., 2003; Petrides, 2005; Ramnani & Owen, 2004; Roy, Shohamy & Wager, 2012; Tanji & Hoshi, 2008; Wood & Grafman, 2003

Table 3: Speaking task blocks counterbalanced across speech strategy conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Category</th>
<th>Task #</th>
<th>Task Block 1</th>
<th>Task Block 2</th>
<th>Task Block 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>what did last weekend (1 min.)</td>
<td>what will do this weekend (1 min.)</td>
<td>describe perfect weekend (1 min.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Plan a surprise party (1 min.)</td>
<td>Organize a move to a new home (1 min.)</td>
<td>Trip to New York city plans (1 min.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joke</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Tell memorized joke #1 (~ 45 secs)</td>
<td>Tell memorized joke #2 (~ 45 secs)</td>
<td>Tell memorized joke #3 (~ 45 secs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4: Participant Characteristics of Adults Who Stutter (AWS) and Typical Speakers (TS)

**a. AWS (n = 11; 1 Female) Included in Main Analyses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Hand.</th>
<th>MoCA</th>
<th>STAI-S</th>
<th>STAI-T</th>
<th>%SS</th>
<th>SSI-4</th>
<th>OASES</th>
<th>Yrs. Tx</th>
<th>Family Hx</th>
<th>Other (Medications, Treatment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Tx: FS, stutt. mod., prop., SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: FS, SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>No Tx since age 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Tx: PS, stutt. mod., SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: FS, FS, SSG; Meds: Wellbutrin;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: FS, relaxation/breathing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: PS, stutt. mod., SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>+75</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: FS, SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>SSG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Tx: PS, FS, stutt. mod.; Meds: insulin (Type I Diabetes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Tx: FS, FS, stutt. mod, prop., SSG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean: 33.2 ± 9.6  28  43.4  49.5  12.1  26 (moderate)  2.35  8.2

**b. TS (n =11; 1 Female) Included in Main Analyses**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Hand.</th>
<th>MoCA</th>
<th>STAI-S</th>
<th>STAI-T</th>
<th>%SS</th>
<th>SSI-4</th>
<th>OASES</th>
<th>Yrs. Tx</th>
<th>Family Hx</th>
<th>Other (Medications, Treatment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>Extended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>+50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mean: 32.8 ±94  29  45.3  50.8  0.13  1.3 (very mild)
c. AWS (n =3; 1 Female) Removed from Main Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>MoCA</th>
<th>STAI-S</th>
<th>STAI-T</th>
<th>%SS</th>
<th>SSI-4</th>
<th>OASES</th>
<th>Yrs.</th>
<th>Tx</th>
<th>Family Hx</th>
<th>Other (Medications, Treatment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>+75</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>9 (&lt;very mild)</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>Tx: Stutt. mod., SSG; Meds: Advair (100/50), Zyrtec</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>10 (very mild)</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Extended</td>
<td>Tx: FS, stutt. mod., prop.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>15 (very mild)</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Tx: PS, relaxation/breathing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

d. TS (n =3; 1 Female) Removed from Main Analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Hand</th>
<th>MoCA</th>
<th>STAI-S</th>
<th>STAI-T</th>
<th>%SS</th>
<th>SSI-4</th>
<th>Family Hx</th>
<th>Other (Medications, Treatment)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1*</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 (&lt;very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Meds: Celexa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>+100</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 (&lt;very mild)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>+88</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0 (&lt;very mild)</td>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** * indicates participants who were removed from subsequent fNIRS analysis because AWS’s overall stuttering %SS fell below 2%SS; **Mean** = values based on n=11 (1 female) in each group after 3 marked * participants were removed; **Age** (Years); **Hand** (Handedness) based on Laterality Quotient +60 to +100 indicates right handedness, -60 to +60 indicates mixed handedness, -60 to -100 indicates left handedness (Veale, 2013); **MoCA** (Montreal Cognitive Assessment) screening score; ≥26 = within normal range; **STAI-S** and **STAI-T** = State/Trait Anxiety Inventory respectively (Spielberger, 1983); %SS (mean percent syllables stuttered on phone screening and three everyday speaking tasks during testing); **SSI-4** (Stuttering Severity Instrument-4th Edition; Riley, 2009); **OASES** = Overall Assessment of Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering (Yaruss & Quesal, 2008); **Family Hx** (Immediate) an individual in the participant’s immediate family (e.g., parent, sibling) stutters or stuttered based on self-report; (Extended) an individual in the participant’s extended family (e.g., aunt, grandparent) stutters or stuttered based on self-report; **Other** = medications, reported history of techniques learned in stuttering treatment (Abbreviations: **Meds** = medications; **Tx** = treatment; **PS** = Prolonged speech, **FS** = Fluency shaping, **stutt. mod.** = stuttering modification, **prop.** = proprioception, **SSG** = attends or attended Stuttering Support Group at UVM)
Table 5: Between-group speech sample analyses (%SS) for AWS (n = 11) and TS (n = 11) across conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Conversation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Joke</th>
<th>Condition Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>12.61</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>8.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metronome</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bonferroni corrected p ≤ 0.01
Two-tailed, equal variances assumed
PS = Prolonged Speech

Table 6: Inter- and intra-rater reliability for stuttering severity by SSI-4 (Riley, 2009) categorical scale and numerical score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Initial Category Rating</th>
<th>Initial SSI-4 Score</th>
<th>Intra-Rater Reliability Category</th>
<th>Intra-Rater SSI-4 Score</th>
<th>% diff SSI-4 Score</th>
<th>Inter-Rater Reliability Category</th>
<th>Inter-Rater SSI-4 Score</th>
<th>% diff SSI-4 Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Very Mild</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
<td>Very Mild</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11.11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Mild</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>4.35%</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Very severe</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Very severe</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>Very Severe</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 7: Between-group speech rate (syllables per minute) in the pre-testing phone and Everyday condition tasks for AWS (n = 11) and TS (n = 11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Conversation</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Joke</th>
<th>Condition Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>151.1</td>
<td>55.0</td>
<td>0.00*</td>
<td>169.6</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>275.4</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td></td>
<td>261.4</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45.73</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(target = 37.5 spm)</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>38.6</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>89.6</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(target = 92 spm)</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>93.4</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>9.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bonferroni corrected p ≤ 0.01
Between-group t-tests (2-tailed)
EV = Everyday
PS = Prolonged Speech
MET = Metronome

Table 8: AWS (n = 11) stuttering severity self-ratings* across speaking situations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AWS Group</th>
<th>Least Severe</th>
<th>Most Severe</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Conversation with a Stranger</th>
<th>Telling a Joke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity Rating</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>5-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Severity Ratings based on a 1-10 scale in which 1= no stuttering and 10 = most severe stuttering imaginable
Table 9: Between-group self-reported speech effort after each condition block in AWS (n = 11) and TS (n = 11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Speech Effort</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td></td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Everyday</strong></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>3.27*</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>1.45*</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prolonged Speech</strong></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>5.09</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metronome</strong></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Bonferroni corrected p ≤ 0.01

Speech Effort Self-Rating Scale (1 = very effortless, 9 = very effortful) from Ingham et al. (2006)
### Table 10: Between-group (AWS vs. TS) pairwise comparison following linear mixed model of mean left and right hemisphere PFC HbO relative to baseline, Laterality Index and mean difference HbO between AWS (n = 11) and TS (n = 11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Left HbO Activation</th>
<th>Right HbO Activation</th>
<th>Laterality Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>1.97*</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>1.57*</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>1.42*</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>1.58*</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EV = Everyday condition  
PS = Prolonged Speech condition  
MET = Metronome condition  
* indicates group activation in that condition against zero (no laterality)  
** Bonferroni corrected p ≤ 0.01 pairwise between-group (AWS vs. TS) comparison
Table 11: Within-group pairwise comparison following linear mixed model of mean difference in PFC HbO activation relative to baseline in left (Channels 1-8) and right (Channels 9-16) hemispheres and Laterality Index for AWS (n = 11) and TS (n = 11)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Left Activation</th>
<th>Right Activation</th>
<th>Laterality Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Diff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>EV - PS</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EV - MET</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS - MET</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>EV - PS</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.001*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EV - MET</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS - MET</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Bonferroni corrected p ≤ 0.01
EV = Everyday condition
PS = Prolonged Speech condition
MET = Metronome condition
Table 12: Laterality Indices* for all subjects (AWS and TS) across three conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech, Metronome)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Everyday</th>
<th>Prolonged Speech</th>
<th>Metronome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>+ 0.003</td>
<td>- 0.031</td>
<td>+ 0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>- 0.066</td>
<td>+ 0.025</td>
<td>+ 0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>+ 0.008</td>
<td>- 0.027</td>
<td>+ 0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>- 0.015</td>
<td>- 0.012</td>
<td>+ 0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>- 0.043</td>
<td>+ 0.035</td>
<td>- 0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>- 0.031</td>
<td>+ 0.079</td>
<td>- 0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>- 0.026</td>
<td>+ 0.014</td>
<td>- 0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>+ 0.073</td>
<td>+ 0.122</td>
<td>+ 0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>+ 0.015</td>
<td>- 0.067</td>
<td>- 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>- 0.022</td>
<td>+ 0.075</td>
<td>+ 0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>+ 0.001</td>
<td>+ 0.063</td>
<td>+ 0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L, R</td>
<td>5 L, 6 R</td>
<td>6 L, 5 R</td>
<td>7 L, 4 R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
AWS = Adults Who Stutter
TS = Typical Speakers
L, R = number of left (L) LIs, number of right (R) LIs per group in that condition
Table 13: Relative change in Laterality Indices* (LIs) for all subjects (AWS and TS) from the Everyday condition to the Prolonged Speech and Metronome conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Prolonged Speech</th>
<th>Metronome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>L  +0.03</td>
<td>L  +0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>L  +0.11</td>
<td>-0.03 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>L  +0.04</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>L  +0.03</td>
<td>-0.01 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.04 R</td>
<td>-0.04 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>L  +0.01</td>
<td>-0.11 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>L  +0.01</td>
<td>-0.02 R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.06 R</td>
<td>L  +0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-0.02 R</td>
<td>L  +0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>L  +0.03</td>
<td>L  +0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>L  +0.02</td>
<td>-0.10 R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to +1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
AWS = Adults Who Stutter; TS = Typical Speakers
L = relative leftward Laterality Index (LI) change in HbO activation (from Everyday condition LI to PS and Met)
R = relative rightward Laterality Index (LI) change in HbO activation (from Everyday condition LI to PS and Met)
Table 14: Ancillary analyses of Laterality Indices (LIs)* for subjects removed from main analyses (AWS and TS; n = 3 each) across three conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech, Metronome)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Everyday</th>
<th>Prolonged Speech</th>
<th>Metronome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1**</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2**</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3**</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
<td>-0.007</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to +1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
** Participants removed from subsequent fNIRS analysis because AWS’s overall stuttering (%SS) fell below 2%SS

Table 15: Ancillary between-group (AWS vs. TS) pairwise comparison following linear mixed model of mean left and right hemisphere PFC HbO relative to baseline, Laterality Index and mean difference HbO between AWS (n = 3) and TS (n = 3) removed from main analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cond.</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Left HbO Activation</th>
<th>Right HbO Activation</th>
<th>Laterality Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>Mean Diff.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET</td>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TS</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EV = Everyday condition
PS = Prolonged Speech condition
MET = Metronome condition
Table 16: Ancillary within-group pairwise comparison following linear mixed model of mean difference in PFC HbO activation relative to baseline in left (Channels 1-8) and right (Channels 9-16) hemispheres and Laterality Index for AWS (n = 3) and TS (n = 3) removed from main analyses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Left Activation</th>
<th>Right Activation</th>
<th>Laterality Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mean Diff.</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWS</td>
<td>EV - PS</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EV - MET</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>MET</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>EV - PS</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EV - MET</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PS - MET</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: No values were significant at Bonferroni corrected $p \leq 0.01$
EV = Everyday condition
PS = Prolonged Speech condition
MET = Metronome condition
Figure 1: Lateral, ventral and medial views of the PFC with Brodmann Areas (BAs) 9, 10, 11, and 46 (Fuster, 2002)
Figure 2: fNIR sensor with 4 light sources and 10 detectors (left, top) and 16 optode (channel) measurement locations registered on sensor (left, middle) and on brain surface image (right). fNIR sensor positioned on participants' head (left, bottom). Brain surface image from University of Washington, Digital Anatomist Project (Ayaz et al., 2012)

Figure 3: Source and detectors of fNIRS 100CW measure (Obrig et al., 2000; http://www.biopac.com/fNIR300A-Data-Stimulation-System)
Figure 4: Order of optode positions with channels 1-8 measuring left hemisphere HbO and channels 9-16 measuring right hemisphere HbO (Tak & Ye, 2011)

Figure 5: Approximate BIOPAC source detector localization coordinates of fNIRS optodes (León-Carrion, 2008)
Figure 6: Between-group (AWS and TS; n = 11 each) mean left hemisphere HbO activation across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome)

Figure 7: Between-group (AWS and TS; n = 11 each) right hemisphere HbO activation across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome)
Figure 8: Between-group (AWS and TS; n = 11 each) Laterality Indices across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome); possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality

Figure 9: Between-group (AWS and TS; n = 11 each) Laterality Indices across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome); possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
Figure 10: Individual AWS (top graph; n = 11) and TS (bottom graph; n = 11) Laterality Indices
Everyday condition; possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
Figure 11: Individual AWS (top graph; n = 11) and TS (bottom graph; n = 11) Laterality Indices. Prolonged Speech condition; possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality; *TS #8 = leftward LI dominance
Figure 12: Individual AWS (top graph; n = 11) and TS (bottom graph; n = 11) Laterality Indices
Metronome condition: possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
Figure 13: Mean HbO across all 16 voxels for AWS and TS (n = 11 each) in the Everyday conversation task (SE bars)
Figure 14: Mean HbO across all 16 voxels for AWS and TS (n = 11 each) in the Prolonged Speech conversation task (SE bars)
Figure 15: Mean HbO across all 16 voxels for AWS and TS (n = 11 each) in the Metronome conversation task (SE bars)
Figure 16: AWS Participant #2 significant HbO activation in Everyday (left), Prolonged Speech (middle) and Metronome (right) conditions; images acquired using fnirSoft (Ayaz, 2010)

Figure 17: TS Participant #10 significant HbO activation in Everyday (left), Prolonged Speech (middle) and Metronome conditions; images acquired using fnirSoft (Ayaz, 2010)
Figure 18: Mean Hbo per voxel (16 voxels per condition) across Everyday (left), Prolonged Speech (middle), and Metronome (right) conversation blocks for AWS participant #7.
Figure 19: Ancillary between-group (AWS and TS; n = 3 each) mean left hemisphere HbO activation across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome)

Figure 20: Ancillary between-group (AWS and TS; n = 3 each) mean right hemisphere HbO activation across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome)
Figure 21: Ancillary between-group (AWS and TS; n = 3 each) Laterality Indices (LIs) across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome); possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality

Figure 22: Ancillary between-group (AWS and TS; n = 3 each) Laterality Indices (LIs) across conditions (Everyday, Prolonged Speech and Metronome); possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
Figure 23: Ancillary Individual AWS (left graphs; n = 3) and TS (right graphs; n = 3) Laterality Indices (LIs) in Everyday (top), Prolonged Speech (middle) and Metronome (bottom) conditions of participants removed from main analyses; possible LIs range from -1 (total right dominance) to 1 (total left dominance); 0 = no laterality
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